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ABSTRACT

In this research, a novel framework was developed, using connected vehicle
technology (CVT) integrated with the artificial intelligence (AI) paradigm, to improve the
accuracy of real-time traffic condition assessment. Traffic density is a major indicator of
traffic conditions, and the loop detector system has been widely used to estimate traffic
density. To compare the effectiveness of the integrated CVT-AI method over the traditional
loop detector density estimation algorithm, a simulated network of Interstate 26 in South
Carolina was evaluated.
In the proposed real-time traffic condition assessment framework, vehicle
generated data collected by vehicle on-board units were forwarded to the roadside units for
processing. Two distinct AI paradigms, Support Vector Machine and Case-based
Reasoning, were evaluated to ensure sufficient accuracy of the processed data to estimate
density in a freeway network. In addition to the density estimation, a detailed incremental
benefit-cost analysis was conducted to compare benefits of the integrated CVT-AI method
over the loop detector density estimation system.
This study revealed that the AI-aided CVT provided a minimum 85% accurate of
density information when the connected vehicle penetration level was 50% or more.
Compared to a loop detector density estimation algorithm, the developed method (CVTAI) provided a greater accuracy in assessing traffic conditions. This study also
demonstrated that the integrated CVT-AI method yielded a higher accuracy with an
increasing penetration level of connected vehicles. An incremental benefit-cost analysis
indicated that this AI-facilitated CVT method produced higher return on investment
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compared to a loop detector based density estimation system. Once implemented, the
developed CVT-AI based density estimation method will reduce the current use of
traditional roadway sensor based density estimation systems.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background and Motivation
The general scope of traffic condition assessment fundamentally contrasts with that
of transportation planning analyses. Planning analyses are generally focused on a future
design year or interim phase year whereas traffic condition assessment or operational
analysis is associated with the engineering concepts focusing on real-time, near-term or
existing/opening year. For intelligent transportation systems (ITS), the capability to assess
real-time traffic operational conditions has been determined to be a critical need. ITS
initiatives have been developed and deployed over the last three decades (Wang, 2010).
One key feature of existing ITS applications is real-time traffic operational assessment.
The goal of instant condition analyses is to immediately collect the available traffic
information and promptly disseminate the data for real-time traffic management,
congestion monitoring and road-user (traveler and concerned agencies) information. In
recent years, ‘connected vehicle technology’ (CVT) has been frequently studied as this
technology has the capability to completely transform the way Americans travel by
creating a safe and efficient traffic operational environment. Over a wireless
communications network, CVT will reliably share the available data with surrounding
vehicles through vehicle-to-vehicle communication (V2V), and with intelligent
infrastructures through the vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communication. Smart objects,
such as connected vehicles and intelligent infrastructures, will possess sensors,
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microprocessors, actuators and wireless networking components. These objects need to
support interoperability across users and service providers, support scalability for ondemand connected vehicle addition and removal, and allow implementation of the novel
set of supported applications, which includes real-time traffic and safety management
applications (Dimitrakopoulos, 2011). Once the connected vehicle on-board units collect
traffic data (e.g. vehicle positions, headway distances from leading vehicle front bumper
to following vehicle front bumper etc.) in an autonomous way at predetermined intervals,
they transmit the data to road-side units (RSUs). These individual statistics data are further
processed to derive the additional vehicle kinetics data (e.g. speed, accelerations etc.) (Ma,
2008). Reliability of these vehicle-generated data in estimation of traffic conditions,
including incident detection, congestion identification and vehicle routing has already been
established by previous research (Claes et al. 2011, Cheu et al. 2002, Crabtree et al. 2006,
Ma et al. 2009, Qi et al. 2002).
To support traffic operations to implement localized operational strategies, the
Vehicle Data for Traffic Operations (VDTO) application from the Connected Vehicle
Reference Implementation Architecture (CVRIA) uses the connected vehicle (CV)
generated data as shown in Figure 1-1 (VDTO 2015). It shows the interconnectivity
between different entities to implement real-time operational strategy through ITS in a
connected vehicle environment. Once the RSUs collect vehicle situation data (including
traffic condition monitoring data) from the vehicles, it passes the data to the Traffic
Management Center (TMC). RSUs are controlled by the TMC, where TMC assigns the
parameters to control the information flow from the RSUs. Finally the information is
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forwarded to the other centers (i.e. maintenance and construction center, transportation
information center, and emergency management center) to take necessary actions. These
entities have their specific functions to perform.

Figure 1-1 Architecture of a real-time traffic operational condition assessment in a
connected vehicle environment, adapted from (VDTO 2015)
Different applications of the real-time data collected by connected vehicles
technology for mitigating the traffic mobility problem has been presented in the CVRIA
(CVRIA 2015), whereas different state Departments of Transportation (DOT) have
recognized this technology as a viable option for congestion monitoring and management
(Cregger et al. 2013, MDOT 2011, USDOT 2015). According to the Texas Transportation
Institute's report on congestion, it is evident that the increased congestion has resulted in a
national cost of 5.5 billion hours of travel delay and 2.9 billion gallons of wasted fuel in
the year 2011, whereas the travel delay cost and wasted fuel price were 4.8 and 1.9 billion,
respectively in 2010 (NPC 2012, Schrank 2012). As a countermeasure to this congestion
problem, a reliable real-time traffic operational assessment strategy could aid local and
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state agencies manage and control traffic more effectively. Estimation of traffic density is
important in real-time roadway network analysis (Qiu et al. 2010, HCM 2010). Several
other traffic measures like speed or traffic volume can act as surrogate indicators for a
congested situation, but density has been recognized as the most important parameter to
identify traffic congestion (Hernandez et al. 2013). Density is defined in the Highway
Capacity Manual as the number of vehicles per unit of distance per lane, and it is an
indicator of Level of Service (LOS) for several types of highway facilities as it measures
vehicle concentration (HCM 2010).
It is expected that traffic data produced by the CVT will be a very convenient and
reliable source to precisely assess the exiting roadway traffic density, i.e. LOS for
freeways, arterials, and/or highways. So far no research has been undertaken regarding the
use of CVT for freeway traffic operational analysis and this knowledge gap has provided
the motivation for this research. For this thesis work, Interstate 26 (I-26) in South Carolina
is chosen as the representative study area. Due to the existing urban interstate congestion
issues in the State, South Carolina offers the ideal location to conduct this study (Reason
Foundation 2014).

1.1.1 Challenges of Existing Real-time Traffic Operational Analysis Approaches
Traditionally real-time traffic operational analysis by density estimation has been
conducted using a number of techniques including embedded magnetic loop detectors,
surveillance cameras, and hybrid methods (loop detector-probe vehicles, loop detectorchase-car method etc.) (Choe et al. 2012, Mao and Mao 2013). However, these systems
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have their inherent weaknesses. For example, loop detectors can be damaged due to vehicle
weight and poor maintenance. Vision-based approaches often cannot perform well in the
case of adverse weather like heavy rain, fog etc. On the contrary, CVT is a promising
technology for collecting continuous real-time traffic data, and disseminating the
information to surrounding vehicle and/or infrastructures most effectively and efficiently
(Bhavsar 2009, Ma et al. 2009, Ma 2008).
The development of a real-time operational condition assessment is a complex task.
Traffic density is time specific, and it dynamically changes with the variation of traffic
inflow. The estimated density has to be updated according to the latest vehicle data.

1.1.2 Application of Artificial Intelligence in Traffic Operational Analysis
Different algorithms have been applied to traffic operation analysis, including
embedded algorithms in loop detector system (e.g. vehicle re-identification algorithm,
direct calculation of density value from traffic parameter recorded from detector),
computer vision-based algorithm, artificial intelligence (AI) etc. (Coifman & Kim 2013,
Hernandez et al. 2013, Ma et al. 2012, Mossi et al. 2011, Rong et al. 2013). Among these
algorithms, AI-based algorithms have the distinct characteristics to improve the accuracy
of the system to assess the existing density over time with their inherent learning
capabilities to adapt to changing traffic conditions. Among different AI paradigms, casebased reasoning (CBR) is a problem solving method, which uses decisions from similar
past experiences to solve new problems; thus CBR mimics human behavior to resolve new
cases (Aamodt and Plaza 1994). The key assumption behind finding the solution to a
problem is that similar problems have similar solutions, and based on this hypothesis, CBR
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finds the closest or nearest earlier event, and proposes a result. Previous studies regarding
CBR application in transportation analysis include collision analysis, real-time traffic
diversion during incidents, traffic control measures impact evaluation, and traffic signal
plan calculation (Andersen 2012, Chowdhury et al. 2006, De Schutter et al 2003, Li and
Waters 2005). Another emerging AI technique is known as the support vector machine
(SVM), which represents a group of supervised learning methods that can be used to
classify (one-class SVM for one-class classification and support vector classification or
SVC for multi-class classification) or conduct regression analysis (Support Vector
Regression or SVR). SVM achieves nonlinear classification by creating a hyper plane after
mapping the training data onto a richer kernel-induced feature space. This mapping in
higher dimensional space is possible depending on the input variables’ dot or inner product.
Moreover, only the cases determining the support vectors require computational cost,
which signifies the overall SVM to be a computationally efficient paradigm. SVM is
applied to predict travel time, speed and traffic flow, and to detect incident (Wu et al. 2004,
Vanajakshi and Rilett 2004, Ding et al. 2002, Cheu et al. 2003, Chowdhury et al. 2006,
Bhavsar et al. 2007, Ma et al. 2009). In this thesis, the author has evaluated the feasibility
of both artificial intelligence (AI) paradigms (CBR and multi-class SVC) to assess the realtime operational condition of a freeway. CBR algorithms can work in challenging problems
like noisy data and poor similarity functions (Aha 1991). Researchers have reported that
SVM has greater prediction potential and learning ability compared with other AI
paradigms (Vanajakshi and Rilett 2004).
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1.1.3 Development of a Connected Vehicle Network
Connected vehicle technology still needs time to fully mature and be readily
implemented in a real-world scenario. For extensive complexity and associated cost of
establishing a reliable V2V and V2I communication in the interstate, VISSIM microsimulation software is used to develop and calibrate the Interstate-26 (I-26) network, and
generate data during various experimental scenarios. Traffic micro-simulation software
provides a low-cost alternative for modeling existing networks and evaluating different
alternatives, which has been used previously for different studies (Bhavsar et al. 2007, Ma
et al. 2009). Following the architecture (Figure 1-1) of the VDTO application provided by
CVRIA, the research is designed to use the microscopic traffic data collected by CVT to
estimate traffic density on the road.

1.2 Research Hypothesis
Research hypothesis is built on three premises for this thesis. The first premise is
that both AI methods (i.e., CBR and SVM methods) will achieve sufficient accuracy using
CV-generated data in estimating traffic density. Vehicle on-board units will generate
microscopic traffic data (i.e. vehicle-to-vehicle distance or headway, speed, acceleration,
data of lane-changing maneuver etc.) at regular intervals, and they will pass the data to the
RSUs for further processing. The second premise is that, using the microscopic traffic data,
both AI methods are expected to provide more accurate density information over a
traditional loop detector density estimation system. Over time the learning ability of AI
methods will improve the performance of the integrated CVT-AI method with changing
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traffic situations. The third premise is that CVT-AI based density estimation framework
will result in more benefits over the loop detector based system.

1.3 Research Objectives
To address the aforementioned knowledge limitations, an attempt has been taken in this
research to assess real-time traffic operational conditions using connected vehicle
generated data. The specific objectives of this research are as follows:
1. To evaluate the effectiveness of connected vehicles technology in estimating the
density on freeways;
2. To explore the feasibility of different artificial intelligence (AI) methods to estimate
real-time density in a connected vehicle environment;
3. To identify penetration levels of connected vehicles in the traffic stream to reliably
estimate density on the freeway; and
4. To conduct a benefit-cost analysis of CVT over loop detector system.

1.4 Organization of the Thesis
Chapter 1 of this thesis contains a detailed research background and motivation.
Following this chapter, Chapter 2 presents the review of the different methods of existing
traffic operational analysis with a brief description about their advantages and inherent
limitations. Chapter 2 also discusses different features of the applied AI methods. Chapter
3 summarizes the method describing the development and utilization of a freeway I-26
network with connected vehicle environment in a microscopic traffic simulator, and
evaluation of the different AI algorithms’ performance in providing real-time traffic
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condition information within a connected vehicle environment. While Chapter 4 presents
the results of the analysis, Chapter 5 concludes the paper with the discussion of the
important findings and recommendations based on the analysis. Finally, the Appendix of
the thesis has the programming code used for the thesis.
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CHAPTER TWO
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Overview
This chapter presents a detailed review of the background literature related to the
research conducted in this thesis. The primary purpose of this chapter is to summarize the
evolution of the knowledge domain in real time traffic operational analysis by answering
the following questions:


What is the best way to assess existing traffic state?



What are the established practices of real-time density estimation?



How can the reliable traffic data be collected to estimate density?



How do different state DOTs collect real-time traffic data?



Can computational intelligence provide help to access the existing operational
condition?
Answers to the aforementioned questions are explored in the following sections of

this chapter.
2.2 Real-time Traffic Operational State Assessment
In order to use various adaptive traffic solutions, real-time traffic operational
assessment can ensure the flow of continuous traffic information. Different studies have
been conducted to determine the existing traffic operational conditions. Shi and Liu
proposed a real-time monitoring strategy for urban traffic environment by estimating space
mean speed with vehicles equipped with the global positioning system (GPS) instrument
(Shi and Liu 2010). For this experiment, 6000 taxis from Shanghai, China were equipped
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with GPS while performing their day-to-day service in Shanghai. The GPS-traced data over
a fixed time range was then clustered to calculate the estimated space mean speed, which
was finally converted to smooth indexes. This index mainly denoted different kinds of
traffic conditions, classified from ‘very smooth’ to ‘very congested’. This derived traffic
condition was then cross checked with video surveillance data. Authors found that the
calculated mean absolute percentage variation between the outputs from two sources was
about 10%.
Tao et al. also assessed the urban road traffic state by estimating speed from a
combined field test and microscopic traffic simulation-based analysis (Tao et al. 2012).
Authors simulated mobile phones equipped with Assisted Global Positioning Systems to
track vehicles traveling on urban roads. After correcting the road edges by Java
OpenStreetMap Editor software, authors used ‘Simulation of Urban Mobility’ software, a
microscopic traffic simulation package to model traffic on arterial roads. The postprocessing of the location data was done using Kalman Filter and data screening process,
to track each vehicle/mobile and to remove undesired speed estimates respectively. By
statistically comparing the estimated speed data with the ‘ground truth’ traffic data
generated from simulation, the mean average error was found to be 1.8 meter/sec with a
standard deviation of 1.99 meter/sec. Authors further classified the average speed by traffic
condition levels, which was visually represented by a real-time traffic map in smart phones,
similar to the way Google maps shows traffic real-time information (Google 2009).
Another study conducted by Seo et al. showed a numerical example to measure
vehicle spacing data to be used as traffic estimation (Seo et al. 2013). The method was
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validated by using microscopic traffic simulator. Authors used position and spacing of the
GPS-equipped probe vehicles to estimate traffic states such as flow rate and density. The
model analysis showed that with the increase of flow rate, the estimation precision
increases. The proposed analysis, however, can be biased due to non-uniformity of vehicle
positioning, such as platooning.
Another way to estimate road traffic operating condition is to evaluate traffic
density. Density estimation has direct contribution in traffic planning and control, vehicular
traffic scheduling, dissemination and routing (Mao and Mao 2013). Qui et al. identified
traffic density as a requirement to establish a high performance traffic management system,
whereas other research found density to be the single most important factor to identify
congestion (Hernandez et al. 2013, Ni 2007, Qiu et al. 2010). For this thesis, LOS has been
identified as an estimate of traffic operational studies, which is determined by density
value. Table 2-1 shows assigned labels for each LOS value, which is derived from the
Highway Capacity Manual (HCM 2010).
Table 2-1 Label for different Level of Service (LOS)
LOS
A
B
C
D
E
F

Density (pc/mi/ln)
<=11
>11 and <18
>18 and <26
>26 and <35
>35 and <45
>45

Label
1
2
3
4
5
6

2.3 Recent Studies of Traffic Operational Analysis to Estimate Density
So far, various studies have estimated traffic density using different methods. In
this regard, a very detailed literature study was conducted by Darwish and Bakar, where
the authors categorized the techniques in two broad classifications: infrastructure-based
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density estimation and infrastructure-free density estimation (Darwish and Bakar 2015).
Figure 2-1 shows a detailed classification of the density estimation techniques used till
now.

Loop Detector

Video Camera
Single Estimation System

Traffic Density Estimation System

Cellular data

Acoustic Signal

Infrastructure-dependent
Density Estimation

Loop detector + Probe
Vehicle

Infrastructureindependent Density
Estimation

Hybrid Estimation
System

Loop Detector + Chase
Car

Wireless System

Probe vehicle + Video
Camera

Statistical Method

Clustering Method

Figure 2-1 Existing methods of density estimation [reproduced from (Darwish and Bakar
2015)]
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2.3.1 Infrastructure Dependent Density Estimation System
Using direct definition, Ni found that different traffic parameters (e.g. speed, flow,
density etc.) can be identified from the traffic count derived by sensor (Ni 2007). Here,
time-stamped traffic counts are collected from one sensor, which has to preserve the basic
relationship between densities, flow etc. This method is ideal for freeway sections where
vehicle access is controlled; no vehicle is added or lost in the midblock. Loop detectors are
also used in the study performed by Ramezani et al. to derive vehicle density using an
Expectation Maximization approach. Here, aggregated speed and flow measurements from
the dual-loop detectors for 30 seconds are converted speed and density data (Ramezani et
al. 2011). Hernandez et al. proposed a method for real-time density estimation using reidentified vehicles and their travel times predicted from a vehicle re-identification (REID)
system where vehicles are matched depending on their inductive signatures (Hernandez et
al. 2013). While comparing the accuracy of the density estimation algorithm with real
world data captured by video camera, less than 4% mean absolute percentage error
(MAPE) is found in both congested and non-congested situations. Vehicle re-identification
algorithm is also used in previous research where individual vehicle actuations was used
to improve density estimates (Coifman 2003).
Another system to collect data for estimating density is video recording (Ajitha et
al. 2013). This study was conducted in an environment with heterogeneous traffic which
does not maintain any lane-discipline. Authors developed a lumped macroscopic traffic
flow model which only data required for field implementation are the spot speeds and
vehicle flow. Here authors used Kalman filtering to develop the model-based estimation
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scheme. Using 2 days of traffic data from Chennai road, this proposed method was
corroborated, and the mean absolute percentage error was found to vary from 13-19%,
which was considered a good estimation. Earlier, for urban traffic monitoring, a review
study by Buch et al. presented a comprehensive overview of using computer vision
techniques (Buch et al. 2011). According to this study, vehicle counts were often performed
by installing cameras at higher poles compared to CCTV, to overcome vehicle occlusion
problem.
Another interesting way to estimate traffic density is to use cumulative road
acoustics. In their study, Tyagi et al. considered deploying microphones in every street,
and using the collected cumulative acoustic signal they classified the vehicular traffic
density into jammed, medium-flow and free-flow condition based on the difference
between the various spectral content (Tyagi et al. 2012). Authors used a Bayes classifier to
classify the acoustic signal segments, where they found high classification accuracy
(almost 95%). Further classification accuracy is gained by using a discriminative SVM
classifier. This proposed method is unable to extract microscopic traffic speed, like speed
derived from radar gun.
As the installation and maintenance cost for loop detector system is high, Caceres
et al. found that the utilization of existing cellular systems with numerous cellular phones
acting as probes has a distinct advantage in capturing traffic volume (Caceres et al. 2012).
To approximate the number of vehicles moving from one cell (i.e. service area which is
covered by a set of base stations) to other, authors proposed a set of models. When
compared with the detector volume measurements, their experimented results showed that
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reasonable estimates with the median of the absolute relative error levels around 17%. This
shows that the proposed method is not appropriate to the applications sensitive to density
measurement accuracy. Also, the models can be used for non-real-time estimations.
Apart from these single entity based density estimation, several hybrid methods
have been investigated too. In order to find the number of vehicles at a freeway section Qiu
et al. developed a new method and tested it to integrate the loop detector responses and
probe vehicle information (Qiu et al. 2010). The purpose of the study was to estimate
average density for a particular freeway segments at a specified interval in real time. The
results showed that, compared to only detector data, by integrating the loop detector data
with the probe vehicle data, more accurate density estimation results can be derived. Here
IntelliDrive vehicles acted as the probe vehicles, and authors considered 5% market
penetration. They found that the relative error from the integrated system was only 4%,
while only detector data give almost 40% errors.
Ma et al. used the method of integrating loop detector data with probe vehicle
proposed by Qiu et al, and applied it to determine density with vehicles equipped with GPS
connectivity (Ma et al 2011, Qiu et al 2010). Both temporal upscaling (i.e. aggregation for
a fixed segment over different time period) and spatial up-scaling (i.e. aggregation for a
fixed time interval over different locations) of the collected data are applied using a
statistical weighting strategy, and later they are combined. Their study offers a theoretical
model of the framework, however, this method cannot offer a network level density
estimation continuously as penetration rate of GPS vehicles is only 5% among the whole
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traffic population. This method needs to be integrated with other data collection system to
reliably estimate the density.
In another study, chase-car data is combined with loop detector data to determine
LOS of several freeway segments in California (Choe et al. 2002). Here over 37 hours of
chase-car speed data covering 250 segments in Los Angeles was stored in the database.
After matching these segments with loop detector data (speed, count, occupancies etc.),
data is aggregated per segment for every 15 min to compute segment density.
Another study conducted by Anand et al. used digital videos and GPS-equipped
probe vehicles for measuring flow data and travel time data respectively (Anand et al.
2014). Authors processed the rough data in an integrated way to estimate the network
density more precisely. The result from the calibrated VISSIM simulation network was
compared with the real world data, and the mean absolute percentage error was found to
vary from 0.9 to 15.5%.

2.3.2 Infrastructure Independent Density Estimation System
There are several other ways to collect the density on a particular a segment, which
are not infrastructure specific. Among them, a statistical method of density estimation was
performed by Mao and Mao, using the number of neighboring vehicle in each hop (Mao
and Mao, 2013). Analysis of the joint distribution of vehicle number on each hop helped
obtain the best estimate of the traffic density. Through simulation, the authors analyzed the
accuracy of the proposed method, where results showed that the estimation accuracy was
rising due to the consideration of neighboring vehicles from hops that were further away.
But consideration beyond 4 hops reduced the effect of error reduction. Unit disk
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communication model was used in the study which is considered an overly simplified
representation of the real scenario. In addition, the spatial correlation problem has to be
solved to deduce global density estimation based on individual vehicle local estimation.
Recently, emerging density estimation technique includes use of wireless
communication to pass the traffic data. Panichpapiboon and Pattara-Atikom considered
vehicle wireless communication to form a cluster which can be reached by probe vehicle
by a series of communication link (Panichpapiboon and Pattara-Atikom 2011). In both
neighbor-based and cluster-based schemes, global density can be estimated from local
density if the inter-vehicle spacing is distributed exponentially. Inter-vehicle spacing is
found exponential when vehicles move under the free-flow condition in highway. But for
urban area, the neighbor-based density estimation scheme can be applied only, as the
spacing is no exponential. Also authors found that both scheme does not perform well in
low vehicle density. Nevertheless, the mean absolute error of estimating global density
from neighbor-based scheme was more than 30%, whereas from cluster-based approach, it
is around 20%.
In other work, beacon messages received by both vehicles and RSU, were used to
estimate the density (Barrachina et al. 2013). Also, roadmap topology features were used
in the study. Authors used ns2 simulator to simulate the traffic condition in different cities.
From the simulated data, equation was derived offering best fit to the data which gave
1.02% average relative error while comparing with other data for V2V communication.
For V2I, the average relative error was 3.04%. Author concluded that combining both V2V
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and V2I would give higher accuracy. But no recommendation was provided about the
penetration level of vehicles connected in the wireless system.
Artimy distinguished between free-flow speed and traffic congestion using a local
density estimation scheme (Artimy 2007). In order to dynamically assign vehicles’
transmission ranges according to the traffic condition, a dynamic transmission range
assignment algorithm is used. Local density calculation equation is derived by considering
the relationship of average speed and density, and they considered the stopping time of the
vehicle, as well as the mobility pattern. While evaluating the scheme in simulation for a
highway environment, it was observed that the algorithm performed more accurately when
the density was high. Several other studies also considered using wireless vehicle sensors
to estimate vehicle density by placing the sensors at both end of road section (Singh and Li
2012, Yuan et al. 2012).
Among the various approaches to determine density, Venkata et al. found clustering
to be an effective approach (Venkata et al. 2011). In this study, authors tried to develop an
algorithm to manage traffic at the intersection by estimating density by an effective
clustering technique with Hello and response message. Based on the vehicle’s direction at
the approaching intersection, cluster was formed in this algorithm, and the very first vehicle
moving in any particular direction was elected as the cluster head, which was assigned to
send the density estimation to the traffic lights system and routing the packet to the
destination using direction information. The proposed algorithm was validated in a
simulation environment, and it was found to accurately estimate the density in both
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constant speed and variable speed situation. Due to packet loss, a little inaccuracy in
density estimation was observed.

2.4 Reliable Traffic Data Collection Techniques
On November 8, 2010 a real-time system management information program under
Title 23 of the Code of Federal Regulations was published establishing the provision and
parameters for different state DOTs and other responsible agencies (FHWA 2010). In the
provisions for traffic and travel conditions it is stated that real-time information has to be
minimum 85 percent accurate. Many adaptive transportation application needs continuous
flow of reliable data (FHWA 2013).
Table 2-2 Summary of different data collection systems (Adapted From [Leduc 2008])
Data collection system

In-situ
Techniques

Loop
detector

Visionbased
approach
(video
camera)

Nonintrusive
technology

Floating
car data
(with GPS
and cellular
network)

Features
extracted

User

Volume,
Speed,
Classification,
occupancy,
presence
Volume,
Speed,
Classification,
occupancy,
presence

DOT

Vehicle
position, travel
time, speed,
lateral and
longitudinal
acceleration /
deceleration,
obstacle
detection

Tom-tom,
Airsage,
IntelliOne

DOT
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Advantage
 Not affected by
weather
 Most widely used,
availability of skilled
manpower
 Larger coverage than
loop detectors
 Not affected by traffic
load
 Continuous data
collection
 Larger coverage than
loop detectors and
cameras
 No special hardware
device is necessary in
cars
 No particular
infrastructure is to be
built along the road
 Continuous data
collection
 Not affected by
weather

Limitation
 Limited coverage
 Extended lifecycle
cost
 Damage-prone due
to truck weight
 Extended lifecycle
cost
 Highly affected by
weather
 Sophisticated
algorithm is required
to extract the data
 Low location
precision for GPS

In this regard Lopes et al. have performed a study which presents a balanced
schematic overview of the traffic information process chain starting from data acquisition
process till data transfer, having pre- processing, transformation, and integration in the
interim phase (Lopes et al. 2010). Among the different tools of data collection for density
estimation, the most widely used are loop detectors. But installation of inductive-loop
detectors are intrusive to traffic, expensive to install and maintain, and susceptible to
failures in increment weather, especially snow and ice (FHWA 2015). Video camera
detection techniques have several disadvantages too, which limit the scope of this system
for real-time traffic management. This includes vulnerability to viewing obstructions and
shadows, inclement weather and strong winds, day-to-night transition, installation cost at
elevated place etc. (Mimbela et al. 2000). Also probe vehicle data collection system like
floating car method inherits some drawbacks too. On the contrary, CVT is an evolving
technology which has the potential to provide reliable and accurate real-time data in a datarich, connected environment (USDOT 2014). Table 2-2 contains a summary of the
different existing system to collect the traffic operational data. It shows the features
extracted from different systems, their advantages as well as limitations of those system.

2.5 Data Collection Techniques of DOT
At present, the California Department of Transportation (DOT) maintains a
database which includes over 37 hours of chase-car speed data (Choe et al. 2002). They
collected this data in 250 segments in Los Angeles. Then, they matched this data with
detector data per segment and aggregated the data for 15 minutes. Finally, they derived
level of service based on Highway Capacity Manual.
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Different state DOTs also use loop detector to collect traffic data. Washington DOT
uses loop detectors embedded in the pavement of the state highway system to collect the
data (Bremmer et al. 2004). South Carolina DOT utilizes side-fire microwave speed
detectors as well as automatic traffic recorders whereas Ohio DOT has loop detector to
record speed (Coifman and Kim 2013, SCDOT 2006). Also 15 State DOTs collect realtime data from private companies including INRIX, Tom-tom, SpeedInfo data (UPWP
2011). These DOTs allocate a share from their budget to buy this service from private
organization.

2.6 Computational Intelligence in Traffic Operational Analysis
2.6.1 Case-based Reasoning

Case-based reasoning is a unique problem solving paradigm which reutilizes
previously experiences for specific knowledge instead of trying to solve the problem from
scratch (Li and Waters 2005). By the work of Roger Schank and his students, CBR system
originated from the research at the year 1977 (Aamodt and Plaza 1994, Schank 1982,
Schank and Abelson 1977). After picking up the most similar case, CBR system attempts
to reuse the solutions in the problem at hand. The distinct feature of CBR system is that it
starts from the scratch, which differentiates it from the rule-based expert system. By
chaining together the generalized rules, rule-based expert system tries to draw conclusion
(Li and Waters 2005).
CBR system consists of the following four tasks which can be represented together
as a CBR cycle, as shown in Figure 2.2 (Chowdhury et al. 2006):
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1.

Retrieve: Systems retrieve the most close/nearest cases based largely on
the similarities among the problem descriptors or variables.

2.

Reuse: The retrieved case solution is identified based on the differences
between the cases. Usually the solution of the retrieved case is proposed
directly as the solution for the new case.

3.

Revise: If the proposed solution is incorrect, it is needed to be revised,
which gives a chance to learn from failure.
Problem

New
Case
RETRIEVE

Most
similar
case

Learned
Case
RETAIN

Knowledge
Base
REUSE
REVISE

Tested
Case

Solved
Case

Finalized Solution

Proposed Solution

Figure 2-2 CBR Cycle, modified from (Aamodt and Plaza 1994)
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New
Case

4.

Retain: In order to integrate the correct solution into the case

library, the confirmed solution is formatted, indexed, and finally integrated
into the case library.
CBR uses different algorithms to retrieve the most similar cases, which are nearest
neighbor, induction, fuzzy logic and database technology (Watson 1999). In the nearest
neighbor technique, for each case attribute, the similarity is determined for a problem case
with a case from a knowledge base. The weighting factor helps to give weightage to
particular feature. Many distance functions have been studied for CBR classifiers,
including the Minkowski, Euclidean, Manhattan distance function (Ei Emam et al. 2001).
Followings are the distance formula:
𝑛

𝑟

Minkowski distance function: Distance (a, q) = √∑
𝑓=1

2

𝑤𝑓 (𝑎𝑓 − 𝑞𝑓 )𝑟

𝑛

Euclidean distance function: Distance (a, q) = √∑
𝑓=1

𝑤𝑓 (𝑎𝑓 − 𝑞𝑓 )2

𝑛

Manhattan distance function: Distance (a, q) = ∑

(𝑤𝑓 |𝑎𝑓 − 𝑞𝑓 |)

𝑓=1

Where, wf is the weight of each attribute of cases, which is taken as equal to 1
af is the parameters of retrieved case a
qf is the parameters of a new case q
As CBR searches for the solution in the knowledge database, multiple simulation
is run to create a database for operational analysis for this research work. Also test files are
created separately for which solution is sought.
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2.6.2 Support Vector Machine
SVM is a well-motivated algorithm, which is based on statistical learning theory
developed by Vapnik and co-workers (Vapnik 2000). With a view to generalize predictive
algorithm, this theory was developed to distinguish properties of learning machines. SVM
is applicable to classification and regression, and it includes a set of supervised learning
algorithms. Using kernel function, SVM maps the input data to a higher dimensional space.
This technique tries to find optimal hyper plane by solving an optimization problem. As
shown in Figure 2.3, the separating hyper plane defined by the following equation (Berwick
2003):
xi . w + b ≥ +1, when yi = +1
xi . w + b ≤ -1, when yi = -1
Inserting a constraint yi following equation can be derived,

Figure 2-3 Linear SVM classification, modified from (Berwick 2003)
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yi (xi . w + b) ≥ +1
After introducing slack variable ξ to allow some error, the above equation becomes
(Zhu 2013):
yi (xi . w + b) ≥ 1 – ξi, ξi ≥0
Here, the minimization is required for:
||w||2+C∑ ξi
In order to solve this constrained optimization problem with constraints yi and w,
Lagrangian multiplier method is applied so minimize ||w|| to maximize the width of the
hyper plane. The Lagrangian in the SVM problem is
1

L = 2||w||2 + C∑ ξi- ∑ 𝛼 i (yi (xi.w + b) – 1+ ξi) - µ∑ ξi

Equation 2.1

From derivatives = 0, following value of decision vector, w is obtained,
w = ∑ 𝛼 i yi xi

Equation 2.2

Using the expression of w from equation 2.1 and putting it in equation 2.2, the
expression for L is derived.
1

Max L = ∑ 𝛼 i - 2 ∑ 𝛼 i 𝛼 j 𝒙i 𝒙j
Thus the optimization depends on the dot product of two samples. For non-linear
cases, function φ helps to map the data into higher dimension. Then the equation of L is
found in the following statement.
1

Max L = ∑ 𝛼 i - 2 ∑ 𝛼 i 𝛼j K(𝒙i . 𝒙j)
Here K(𝒙i . 𝒙j) is the Kernel function. The advantage of using a Kernel function is
to implicitly transform datasets into a higher-dimensional space within a minimum
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computational time and without paying extra memory (Kim 2013). Among various Kernel
function, some distinct functions are: Linear Kernel, Radial-basis Kernel, Polynomial
Kernel, Sigmoidal Kernel etc. With SVC, two different types of classification are possible.
Among them, with ‘one against all’ approach, one SVM per class is trained to recognize
the samples from one class from the samples in all other remaining classes whereas with
‘one against one’, one SVM is created for each pair of classes (Milgram et al. 2006). For
the unique feature of less computational time requirement, maximum margin
discriminative training and ability to classify multiple classes, SVM is considered as a
viable tool for operational analysis (Tyagi et al. 2012).

2.7 Application of Computational Intelligence in Traffic Operational Analysis
Several studies have used artificial intelligence techniques for road traffic density
estimation. Asmaa et al. in their study used both microscopic parameter (i.e. individual
vehicle parameters like traffic velocity, road occupancy rate and traffic flow extracted by
motion detection and tracking methods using a video sequence) and macroscopic parameter
(i.e. network level parameters like speed and density which are directly measured after
analyzing the global motion derived from a the video scene) to find the in order to classify
the road traffic in three categories which are light, medium and heavy (Asmaa et al. 2013).
Applying three classifiers, which are the K Nearest Neighbor (KNN) classifier, the learning
vector quantization (LVQ) classifier and the SVM classifier, the best performance (96.4%)
was obtained with the vehicles mean speed and the density macroscopic parameters by
using SVM classifier. Another study conducted by Tyagi et al. also used SVM classifier
for density estimation using road acoustic (Tyagi et al. 2012).
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2.8 Summary of Literature Review
Various traffic density estimation techniques are discussed in this chapter. Existing
methods use loop detectors data, which pose problem as loop detectors are not always costeffective. In addition, existing detector based data, such as those coming from loop or video
detectors, face the problem of scalability, sudden failure, and reliability due to the extensive
infrastructure requirement.
Few research efforts have included a study on the different CVT penetration level
on traffic density estimation. Also, little study has been performed to investigate the
applicability of artificial intelligence for traffic condition estimation in a CVT
environment. It is this an important effort to investigate the feasibility of CVT in providing
a reliable real-time estimate of traffic density.
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CHAPTER THREE
RESEARCH METHOD

3.1 Overview
In order to address the first and second objectives of this thesis stated in Chapter 1,
one state-of-the art simulation software is required to create a connected vehicle
environment to do real-time operational analysis, and to compare with traditional loop
detector density estimation algorithm. The third objective necessitates the use of CBR and
SVM algorithm to analyze the data, and MATLAB software is used for this step. Finally
an elaborate benefit-cost analysis is performed to examine the benefit of operating CVT
over loop detector system. Figure 3-1 shows a schematic diagram of the research method
performed for this thesis.
3.2 Selection of Study Sites
For the purpose of this study, according to the objective of the thesis, I-26 is chosen
as the study corridor. The study corridor is almost 6.8 miles long (as shown in the Figure
3-2) having termini of exit 194 in the south-east sector, and exit 187 on the north-west
sector. This corridor has significant traffic volume as observed from the SCDOT traffic
count website having an annual average daily traffic (AADT) 38700 for the year 2013
(SCDOT 2015), which has made the corridor a perfect place to study the operational
analysis.
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3.3 Study Site Simulation Network Development
In order to develop the simulation network in VISSIM, the macroscopic planning
software VISUM is used to initially develop the model using the shape file obtained from
the SCDOT GIS database. Once the network was modified according to the field data of
roadway geometry, the network is then exported to VISSIM simulation software.

Figure 3-1 Research method
In order to derive the origin-destination matrix, each gateway point traffic AADT
value is converted to Directional Design Hourly Volume (DDHV) with the 2012 AADT
data (SCDOT 2015).
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Figure 3-2 I-26 study corridor
Dynamic Traffic Assignment (DTA) is used in the network to get turning volumes
for each interchange. The network is calibrated with the travel time and volume data which
are checked during the iterative process, and link cost, speed distribution and driver
behavior parameters are adjusted accordingly to recreate the volumes and travel times
observed on the site visit. The model is considered calibrated once the volumes and travel
times are found to be within 10 percent of the real value. All dynamic routes are converted
to static routes using the final DTA paths and cost files.
3.4 Simulation Assumption
For the specified test network on the I-26 corridor of SC, it is assumed that 7
roadside units (RSUs) are placed along the freeway, which are equipped with
microprocessor and wireless interfaces. Many real-world CVT deployment testbeds have
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installed 1 RSU per mile, which has been adopted in this study (Co-pilot 2015). Previous
study showed that a reliable transmission of the VII system data between V2I, and
infrastructure-to-infrastructure is possible by placing the RSUs at regular interval (Me et
al. 2009). It is assumed that the connected vehicles are to communicate with the RSU
directly, or through the relay of other connected vehicles close to the RSU. The connected
vehicles, once collect microscopic traffic data such as speed profile, number of stops and
vehicle maneuver data like lane-changing behavior using vision-based lane marker
detection with the vehicle onboard camera with time stamp information, can pass the
information to the RSU without any communication latency. Once the data is collected by
the RSU, it analyzes the data with the AI techniques described in this thesis. In order to get
the headway value, it is assumed that the vehicle location format is provided with a
combination of the highway name and the mile marker, which can be found using onboard
Global Positioning System unit and geographic information system database.

3.5 Selection of Parameters and Simulation Strategies
Different parameters such as study area geometric condition, number of lanes, and
speed limit on the particular corridor have effects on the study area which are shown in
Table 3-1. Also selected simulation strategies are documented in the following Table 3-2.
Table 3-1Selected parameters for the simulation
Parameters

Value

Number of lanes per direction
Speed limit on the link
Length of the route

2
70 mph
6.8 mile
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Table 3-2 Simulation scenarios

Parameters

Value/Combinations used

Main route volume

100%

Duration of simulation

7200 sec

CVT penetration

50%, 55%, 60%, 65%, 70%,
75%, 80%, 85%, 90%, 95%,
100%
0.5 mile

Loop detector spacing
3.6 VISSIM Case Generation
3.6.1 Case Generation for CVT Environment

As shown in the Figure 3-3, once the different parameters are specified and
simulation scenarios are identified, VISSIM 5.40 software is used to run the simulation
run. In order to create a different vehicle type of connected vehicles, regular car vehicle
model is used. Except the 100% CVT environment, the final vehicle composition is
composed of 2% heavy goods vehicle, along with certain percentage of connected vehicles,
and the rest are traditional car without any connectivity. The connected vehicle data is
collected from the Vehicle Record output, which is a .fzp file, and it can be read as a text
file. Also, the Link Evaluation file (.str file) contains the output for the each links, which
represents the study corridor. Each second vehicle microscopic value are matched with the
link density value, for the test and training cases. For each penetration level of connected
vehicle, in total 50 cases are generated with different seed numbers. Among them, 20 are
considered as the training files, whereas 30 files are taken as the test files.
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Figure 3-3 Simulation method
3.6.2 Case Generation for Traditional Loop Detector System
For the traditional loop detector system, the Method 1 approach from Qiu et al. is
used where authors used dual loop detector system to derive the density (Qiu et al. 2002).
Figure 3-4 shows a layout of this data collection system in VISSIM.
According to the study, if two consecutive loop detectors are placed in the interval
of 0.5 to 1 mile, the distance mean speed and average flow along the station (x i, xi+1) are
found with the following equation:
1

ν (xi, xi+1, k) = 2 (ν (xi, k) + ν (xi+1, k))
1

q (xi, xi+1, k) = 2 (q (xi, k) + q (xi+1, k))
where, i = detector station index
ν (x, k) = Spot speed (mph) at x during time k
q (x, k) = Spot-based flow (vphpl) at x during time k
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From the fundamental relation among the flow, density and speed, the average
density, ρ (vpmpl) can be estimated from the following equation:
q (xi,xi+1,k)

ρ (xi, xi+1, k)= ν (xi,xi+1,k)

Figure 3-4 Loop detector placement along the corridor
For this research, VISSIM data collection feature is used in place of dual loop
detector, as this gives the speed and number of vehicle passing that point, which is a
surrogate measure of dual loop detector system. The data collection system gives an .MES
file with the output from each data collection point. The spacing interval between the loop
stations are considered as 0.5 mile or 2640 ft. As there are two lanes, total 26 data collection
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points are installed which represents 52 loops in real world. Also data from each detector
is collected and aggregated for 20 seconds to get the density estimation.

3.7 Computer Intelligence Application for Density Estimation
3.7.1 Preparation of Compatible File Format

The availability of the AI based tools in MATLAB software is the main reason to
choose this software to code different AI techniques. In the highly interactive software
environment of MATLAB, different VISSIM output files are imported and converted to
matrix files, which are later used to analyze the data. The vehicle record file contains
different microscopic information, among which lane-changing maneuver is not a
numerical output. When vehicles perform a left-side lane-change maneuver, the ‘<’ sign
from VISSIM output in replaced by the digit ‘1’ to avoid future complexity. Similarly the
‘>’ sign for right-side lane-change is changed to the digit ‘2’, whereas no-lane change data
is represented by ‘0’. The headway value for a certain percentage of connected vehicles is
derived from the inverse relation of density for that manually defined particular connected
vehicle class for that particular second. Also for CVT, the vehicle microscopic data (speed,
acceleration, number of stops and lane change) is averaged for any particular second, which
is later merged with the corresponding density data from link evaluation file for that exact
time. For the training file, 6 different LOS values are labeled from 1 to 6, where 1 means
LOS A, 6 means LOS F, and internal values of 2,3,4,5 represents LOS B, C, D, and E.
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Meanwhile, for the test files, no such labeling is done. Figure 3-5 shows this step performed
by the MATLAB software.

Figure 3-5 Train and test case labeling in MATLAB
3.7.2 Data Normalization
0-1
Previous literature shows that both AI techniques (SVM and CBR) are highly
sensitive to the scale and variance of the input data (Attig and Perner 2011, Graf et al.
2003). Once the training data in used for development of the model, test files are
normalized using the same scale. As per the following data normalization equation, the
different attribute values have been normalized from 0 to 1.
𝑋(𝑖𝑗)−min[𝑋(𝑖)]

Normalized value of X = max[𝑋(𝑖)]−min[𝑋(𝑖)]
Where X (ij) is the jth value of the ith input.
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3.7.3 Support Vector Machine
For the multiclass classification problem (LOS A to F), the C-support vector
classification (C-SVC) algorithm with radial basis kernel function is used from the
LIBSVM library tool in MATLAB (version 2013b) (Chang and Lin 2011). The software
is run on a desktop with a 3.4 GHz Intel® Core i7 and 24 GB of RAM. The most important
parameters for classifications using SVM with radial basis kernel are C and γ. Figure 3-6
shows a sample flow chart of the steps of SVM method. A grid-search method is followed
with 5-fold cross validation technique to find the optimal value of C and γ to maximize the
classification accuracy with the initial range of C from 2-5 to 25 and γ from 2-2 to 22. Various
combination of parameter is tested, among which the combination of headway value and
vehicle lane-changing maneuver data give the highest accuracy. The estimation time for an
unknown case is in milliseconds magnitude, which is tolerable for real-time application.

3.7.4 Case-based Reasoning
As shown in Figure 3-7, the k-nearest neighbor classifier is used for CBR analysis
from the statistical toolbox of MATLAB. For this thesis the Euclidean distance is measured
to find the closest case.
2

𝑛

Distance (a, q) = √∑
𝑓=1

𝑤𝑓 (𝑎𝑓 − 𝑞𝑓 )2

Where 𝑤𝑓 = weight if each parameter of each case (taken equal to 1 for this thesis)
af and qf are the components of case a and q. Once the nearest case is found from
the search, the LOS is determined from the respected case.
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Figure 3-6 SVM method for real-time traffic operational analysis

Figure 3-7 CBR steps for real-time traffic operational analysis
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3.8 Accuracy Estimation of Traffic Operational Assessment
For this multi-class classification problem, the classification accuracy is measured
using the following formulas for each test file. If ‘A’ is the classification accuracy for a
single test file, accuracy is determined from the formula:
𝑡

A = 𝑛 x 100%
where t is the number of events correctly classified, and n is the total number
of events.
In this research, the accuracy is measured with respect to density data from the
VISSIM link evaluation output. This link density is considered as the ‘Ground truth’ value
of the density data for that particular link.

3.9 Statistical Significance Assessment of the Density Estimation Accuracy
Statistical analysis is performed to find the significance of the difference of density
estimation accuracy by both AI methods (CBR and SVM). Since the test cases are
independent, a t-test for the difference of mean is performed (for sample size 30 or less). If
the variances are equal (from F-test), a pooled-t test is conducted, whereas separate t-test
is conducted for unequal variances. The procedure of the hypothesis test with 90%
confidence level is defined as following:
Hypothesis:
Null hypothesis,

H0: 1 - 2 = 0

Alternate hypothesis: Ha: 1 - 2  0
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Test Statistic:
Pooled t-test:
t obs =

( y 1 - y 2 ) - D0
1

Sp

+

n1

1
n2

( - 1) s 12 + ( n2 - 1) s 22
where S 2p = n1
n1 + n2 - 2

Separate t-test:
'
tobs
=

( y 1 - y 2 ) - Do
2

2

s1 + s 2
n1 n2
Distribution for the Rejection Region:

Pooled t-test:
The rejection region is found using a t-distribution with df = n1+n2-2
Separate t-test:
The rejection region is found using a t-distribution with df given by

df =

( n1 - 1)( n2 - 1)
2
( n2 - 1) c 2 + (1 - c ) ( n1 - 1)
2

where c =

P-value:
2P(tn1+n2-2> |tobs|)
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s1
n1
2

2

s1 + s 2
n1 n 2

Here, Do = 0,  = population mean of AI accuracy for each penetration level of CVT,

y 1 = sample mean of AI accuracy for each penetration level of CVT, n= sample size, s =
sample standard deviation. 1 denotes CBR method, while SVM method is denoted by 2.

3.10

Incremental Benefit-cost Analysis
Incremental benefit-cost analysis is conducted to derive a comparative benefit of

density estimation accuracy of integrated CVT-AI method over the loop detector density
estimation algorithm. When the traffic density exceeds 45 pc/mile/ln (LOS F) for a
particular corridor, congestion occurs. Among both recurrent (peak hour traffic exceeding
road capacity) and non-recurrent (incidents, bad weather etc.) types of congestion, nonrecurrent congestion accounts for almost 55% of total congestion (Kuhn 2010). Up to 70%
of the total congestion delay is caused by non-recurrent congestion which includes different
types of incidents (Hallenbeck 2003). In this study, benefit is estimated based on time
savings of incident detection for both CVT-AI method and loop detector density estimation
algorithm. Figure 3-8 shows the procedure followed in this thesis to conduct incremental
benefit-cost analysis. Tradition incident detection system (i.e. cellular network based
incident detection system) is considered as the base condition for this analysis. Benefit is
calculated for travel time savings, reduction of fuel consumption and reduction of emission
saving based the reduced travel time. The infrastructure deployment cost, operation and
maintenance cost and software development cost are considered as the cost component. To
derive the comparative benefit of two mutually exclusive events (i.e. the integrated CVTAI method and the loop detector density estimation algorithm) compared to the base
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condition (i.e. cellular network based incident detection system), the incremental benefitcost ratio is estimated as follows:
Incremental benefit-cost ratio =

𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑡 ($)𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 1− 𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑡 ($)𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 2
𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 ($)𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 1− 𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 ($)𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 2

Figure 3-8 Benefit-cost analysis procedure
Here two alternative events are considered: AI-aided CVT method and loop
detector system. If the incremental benefit-cost ratio is less than 1, alternative event is
discarded. If the ratio is more than 1, alternative event is selected.
To calculate the cost associated with both CVT and loop detector, costs from
previous years are converted to present value using the following formula (Finance formula
2015).
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𝐶

𝑖
Present value = (1+𝑟)
𝑛

where 𝐶𝑖 = Net worth in year i
r = rate of increment per year,
n = number of year.

3.11

Summary of Research Method
In this chapter, the selection and development of a real-time operational analysis

framework have been discussed, which included use of two AI paradigms, namely: CBR
and SVM. This framework should allow the real-time density assessment to: (a) handle the
incoming data flow associated with predicting traffic conditions from CVT; (b) process
information in real-time; and (c) ensure the compliance of the density estimation strategy
to maintain minimum 85% accuracy. A simulated network of a real-world freeway is
selected to serve as a test-bed for the evaluation of the proposed framework. The following
chapter (i.e., Chapter 4) of this thesis will include discussions on the analysis and
evaluation of the framework presented in Chapter 3.
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CHAPTER FOUR
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
4.1 Overview
Chapter 4 presents the results and analysis of the simulation experiments conducted
to test following three hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1: CBR and SVM methods (both AI-based methods) show that using
CV-generated data provide sufficient accuracy for estimating traffic density;
Hypothesis 2: CVT-AI algorithms offer better density estimation accuracy
compared to a loop detector based density estimation system; and
Hypothesis 3: Benefits of CVT-AI based density estimation system is higher than
loop based density estimation system for the same level of cost.
This chapter is organized into three primary sections to present research findings
related to the stated hypotheses: 1) evaluation of integrated CVT-AI system to assess traffic
density (Section 4.2), 2) performance assessment of the loop detector density estimation
algorithm compared to CVT-AI systems to analyze traffic condition (Section 4.3), and 3)
incremental benefit-cost analysis for both CVT and traditional loop detector based density
estimation algorithm (Section 4.4).

4.2 Evaluation of integrated CVT-AI system to assess traffic density (Hypothesis 1)
This section presents the evaluation of density estimation by CBR and SVM
method using the output of the calibrated and validated microsimulation model of the I-26
corridor in South Carolina between exit 194 and exit 187. Both AI algorithms are evaluated
for density estimation using the microscopic vehicle dynamics data (i.e. headway and
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vehicle lane changing maneuver data) generated by each CV. Either CBR or SVM is
integrated in each RSU to estimate traffic conditions. Accuracy of density estimations for
each AI method is determined using the algorithm presented in Chapter 3.

4.2.1 Parameter adjustment for SVM method
The accuracy of the multi-class SVM method depends on the accurate estimation
of the SVM parameters. Both the cost coefficient (C) and the kernel parameter γ are
estimated using the grid search method. The optimal value of C and γ parameters are chosen
based on the highest cross-validation accuracy with the 20 training cases for each CV
penetration level. Using the optimal values of these SVM parameters, trained SVM model
files are generated in MATLAB to estimate density for the test cases. Table 4-1 shows the
optimal values of SVM parameters for different CV penetration level in the I-26 network.
Table 4-1 SVM parameter values
CV penetration (%)
50
55
C
22.63
16
ϒ
5.66
4
CV penetration (%)
80
85
C
1024
8192
ϒ
8
1024

60
128
8
90
8192
724

65
4096
512
95
1024
0.5

70
181.02
4
100
8192
1024

75
4096
512
-

4.2.2 Comparison of density estimation by CBR and SVM method
In MATLAB, C-support vector classification (C-SVC) method from LibSVM library tool
is used to analyze CVT data with SVM. CBR analysis is conducted with k-nearest neighbor
(k-NN) search method .To evaluate the accuracy of two algorithms for each CV penetration
level, 20 VISSIM output files are created with different seed numbers, and selected to train
the AI models.
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Table 4-2 Comparison of the density estimation accuracy using SVM and CBR methods
CV
Test case
penetration
Method
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
(%)
SVM
63.67 71.30 75.03 64.27 73.39 80.15 73.98 76.36
50
CBR
82.32 84.53 86.77 81.84 88.05 88.66 85.16 87.66
% diff.
22.66 15.65 13.52 21.47 16.65
9.59 13.13 12.89
SVM
70.82 76.62 88.25 86.80 80.10 80.66 74.65 76.50
55
CBR
89.69 90.57 91.78 93.75 90.70 90.88 89.46 89.17
% diff.
21.04 15.41
3.85
7.41 11.68 11.24 16.56 14.21
SVM
81.06 76.39 77.08 80.90 77.38 83.15 77.41 84.08
60
CBR
90.51 89.19 91.35 89.14 87.78 86.40 90.09 92.49
% diff.
10.44 14.35 15.62
9.24 11.84
3.77 14.07
9.09
SVM
83.14 85.34 85.73 89.01 88.45 84.46 85.44 91.46
65
CBR
90.68 93.05 91.60 93.89 94.06 92.74 93.17 94.52
% diff.
8.31
8.28
6.41
5.20
5.96
8.93
8.29
3.24
SVM
85.12 82.87 75.94 78.68 91.31 85.33 83.77 83.72
70
CBR
91.41 90.18 63.10 89.24 91.45 91.77 90.48 89.00
% diff.
6.89
8.10 20.34 11.84
0.15
7.01
7.42
5.93
SVM
94.27 93.60 89.90 94.01 93.52 93.86 86.14 89.89
75
CBR
91.38 92.73 92.85 93.03 94.65 91.07 85.96 91.66
% diff.
3.16
0.94
3.18
1.05
1.19
3.06
0.21
1.93
SVM
93.72 88.00 87.94 93.18 93.95 87.78 93.28 87.31
80
CBR
95.14 91.94 93.62 95.16 95.36 92.97 94.94 91.69
% diff.
1.49
4.29
6.06
2.08
1.48
5.59
1.75
4.77
SVM
94.11 92.49 94.42 92.07 98.92 97.96 92.48 90.84
85
CBR
89.98 92.70 90.87 91.68 96.52 94.78 89.10 91.14
% diff.
4.59
0.23
3.90
0.43
2.48
3.35
3.79
0.33
SVM
93.37 94.41 95.77 98.06 97.23 97.34 97.25 96.70
90
CBR
94.00 94.87 94.72 96.71 97.83 97.67 97.01 95.10
% diff.
0.67
0.49
1.11
1.40
0.61
0.34
0.25
1.69
SVM
97.85 97.45 97.74 98.86 97.93 97.95 98.17 99.49
95
CBR
96.74 95.06 96.84 98.84 97.84 97.05 97.56 99.58
% diff.
1.15
2.52
0.93
0.02
0.09
0.93
0.63
0.09
SVM
100.00 99.97 99.98 99.91 99.93 99.94 99.96 99.97
100
CBR
98.95 99.40 99.76 99.18 99.12 99.53 99.25 99.73
% dif.
1.06
0.57
0.23
0.74
0.82
0.41
0.71
0.24
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Table 4-2 Comparison of the density estimation accuracy using SVM and CBR methods
(continued)
CV
Test Case
penetration Method
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
(%)
SVM 64.73 72.05 65.23 69.24 75.23 66.69 66.25 73.83
84.42 90.03 85.73 82.44 84.66 88.79 85.88 88.39
50
CBR
% diff. 23.32 19.97 23.92 16.01 11.13 24.89 22.86 16.47
SVM 77.86 65.53 77.63 70.15 69.74 75.70 68.17 79.23
55
CBR
91.87 85.20 90.71 87.98 89.47 91.39 86.77 90.53
% diff. 15.25 23.09 14.41 20.26 22.05 17.17 21.44 12.49
SVM 79.99 83.78 78.08 81.48 79.70 84.56 80.27 85.49
89.73 91.75 91.21 89.81 89.92 92.53 92.26 91.86
60
CBR
8.69 14.40
9.28 11.36
8.61 13.00
6.93
% diff. 10.86
SVM 81.53 77.84 83.80 87.28 90.70 84.14 77.05 91.51
90.80 89.28 92.38 92.75 93.32 95.38 90.08 84.31
65
CBR
9.29
5.90
2.81 11.78 14.46
8.55
% diff. 10.21 12.81
SVM 85.46 91.18 84.51 84.80 85.33 83.40 84.69 87.40
92.23 93.24 90.04 89.04 92.28 91.08 90.10 91.15
70
CBR
7.34
2.21
6.14
4.76
7.54
8.43
6.01
4.11
% diff.
SVM 86.41 87.36 92.46 86.68 84.75 88.77 90.46 93.19
91.86 87.68 94.78 91.59 91.38 91.84 93.02 93.91
75
CBR
5.93
0.36
2.44
5.37
7.26
3.34
2.75
0.77
% diff.
SVM 93.10 93.67 93.10 90.16 92.19 84.46 93.10 84.51
93.76 94.76 95.08 93.76 93.26 94.33 90.00 93.76
80
CBR
0.71
1.14
2.09
3.84
1.16 10.46
3.44
9.87
% diff.
SVM 85.54 93.84 92.77 96.10 94.63 93.27 92.72 93.48
90.19 88.00 87.07 93.36 85.96 87.82 90.69 91.66
85
CBR
5.16
6.64
6.55
2.94 10.09
6.21
2.24
1.99
% diff.
SVM 94.54 97.27 96.34 90.67 94.08 91.82 90.51 94.36
93.19 95.42 94.54 94.42 94.92 95.13 93.81 97.95
90
CBR
1.45
1.94
1.91
3.97
0.89
3.48
3.52
3.67
% diff.
SVM 99.19 98.65 98.71 98.78 92.94 98.10 98.14 98.16
98.15 96.88 97.56 98.00 94.74 97.69 97.84 98.26
95
CBR
1.06
1.82
1.18
0.80
1.90
0.42
0.31
0.11
% diff.
SVM 99.97 99.97 99.97 99.94 99.97 99.94 99.95 99.92
100
CBR
99.04 99.19 99.50 98.74 99.34 99.31 99.77 99.41
0.94
0.79
0.47
1.22
0.64
0.64
0.18
0.51
% diff.
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Table 4-2 Comparison of the density estimation accuracy using SVM and CBR methods
(continued)
CV
Test Case
penetration
Method
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
(%)
72.10 61.93 74.98 80.85 80.73 69.12 85.02
79.10
SVM
85.56
86.88
84.34
88.63
89.52
86.09
88.99
87.88
50
CBR
15.73 28.72 11.10
8.78 9.81 19.71
4.46
9.99
% diff.
87.78 80.36 74.79 79.14 72.21 74.19 71.91
72.41
SVM
92.70 90.94 88.61 90.07 85.83 90.62 92.01
90.20
55
CBR
5.31 11.63 15.59 12.14 15.88 18.13 21.85
19.72
% diff.
83.77 67.71 75.49 71.76 78.31 73.59 79.70
74.06
SVM
89.45 86.62 89.60 89.24 89.54 89.41 91.84
88.70
60
CBR
6.35 21.83 15.75 19.59 12.54 17.70 13.22
16.50
% diff.
90.51
94.12
87.97
87.83
86.38
85.36
83.34
80.47
SVM
93.06 93.72 96.30 91.99 92.34 90.95 91.68
89.61
65
CBR
2.74 0.43 8.65
4.53 6.45 6.15
9.10
10.20
% diff.
83.32 80.72 78.26 86.97 88.58 87.71 90.03
83.83
SVM
89.56 89.89 91.46 92.47 93.19 93.27 92.92
86.95
70
CBR
6.97 10.20 14.43
5.94 4.95 5.96
3.11
3.59
% diff.
88.82 89.61 93.07 93.53 88.82 81.39 86.60
86.13
SVM
92.10 92.08 94.81 94.86 92.10 91.90 90.63
92.14
75
CBR
3.56
2.68
1.83
1.40
3.56
11.44
4.45
6.52
% diff.
96.09 91.84 98.83 96.43 86.92 90.56 91.31
86.13
SVM
91.33 96.10 95.55 98.24 97.03 91.48 92.50
94.03
80
CBR
5.21 4.44 3.44
1.85 10.42 1.01
1.30
8.40
% diff.
95.38 94.60 96.17 92.58 92.87 94.88 92.75
96.67
SVM
92.81 94.98 94.99 92.60 91.86 92.12 93.91
96.49
85
CBR
2.77 0.40 1.23
0.02 1.10 2.99
1.23
0.19
% diff.
96.69 96.08 95.55 82.15 88.75 92.08 92.97
97.94
SVM
97.19
93.79
96.44
94.01
94.59
96.36
96.36
98.73
90
CBR
0.51 2.44 0.92 12.62 6.17 4.44
3.51
0.81
% diff.
97.66 98.32 97.15 98.99 98.90 97.43 97.13
94.76
SVM
97.14 98.32 98.18 99.34 98.43 97.08 95.64
96.38
95
CBR
0.53 0.00 1.04
0.35 0.48 0.35
1.55
1.68
% diff.
99.91 99.99 99.97 99.98 100.0 99.94 99.85
99.96
SVM
99.38 99.42 99.37 99.76 99.38 98.41 98.85
99.25
100
CBR
0.53 0.57 0.60
0.23 0.62 1.56
1.02
0.71
% diff.
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Table 4-2 Comparison of the density estimation accuracy using SVM and CBR
methods (continued)
CV
Test Case
penetration
Method
25
26
27
28
29
30
Average
(%)
79.12 72.82 72.50 67.27 67.27 66.94
72.04
SVM
88.82
86.69
85.75
84.27
84.27
84.11
86.24
50
CBR
10.92 16.00 15.45 20.17 20.17 20.41
16.47
% diff.
83.55 75.80 77.29 75.45 78.53 84.50
76.88
SVM
89.59 87.84 87.96 89.14 89.05 92.54
89.90
55
CBR
6.75 13.71 12.13 15.35 11.81 8.69
14.49
% diff.
79.11 69.67 74.51 72.50 78.56 82.77
78.41
SVM
90.95 87.41 89.55 89.37 89.23 87.07
89.80
60
CBR
13.02 20.30 16.80 18.88 11.96 4.94
12.68
% diff.
81.83
83.84
84.61
81.36
79.04
84.16
85.26
SVM
89.35 91.23 92.70 91.58 88.79 91.01
91.88
65
CBR
8.41 8.11 8.73 11.17 10.98 7.53
7.21
% diff.
78.79 86.43 81.89 88.00 93.19 90.23
85.05
SVM
87.98 88.98 87.20 92.09 94.84 92.65
89.97
70
CBR
10.44 2.88 6.09
4.44 1.74 2.61
5.48
% diff.
89.57 89.91 87.60 84.15 86.97 89.40
89.36
SVM
92.58 93.42 93.05 91.85 90.88 93.32
92.17
75
CBR
3.25
3.76
5.85
8.38
4.30
4.21
3.05
% diff.
89.44 94.05 89.78 90.25 83.33 83.33
90.59
SVM
95.34 94.01 96.04 94.78 94.76 92.15
94.10
80
CBR
6.19 0.04 6.52
4.77 12.06 9.58
3.73
% diff.
95.07 94.64 96.84 95.97 86.46 94.64
93.84
SVM
92.24 93.40 94.49 94.48 89.81 93.40
91.97
85
CBR
3.07 1.34 2.48
1.58 3.73 1.34
2.03
% diff.
93.76 93.73 95.81 97.83 85.51 87.71
93.88
SVM
96.90
96.93
97.37
98.81
94.02
95.19
95.80
90
CBR
3.23 3.31 1.60
0.99 9.05 7.86
2.01
% diff.
94.44 94.21 97.82 98.01 97.27 93.69
97.46
SVM
96.91 94.81 94.67 97.96 97.89 96.61
97.27
95
CBR
2.55 0.63 3.33
0.05 0.63 3.03
0.20
% diff.
99.94 99.94 99.94 99.98 99.97 99.97
99.95
SVM
98.90 99.28 99.31 99.34 99.10 99.38
99.28
100
CBR
1.05 0.66 0.64
0.65 0.88 0.59
0.68
% diff.
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Figure 4-1 Accuracy (%) of CBR and SVM for different CV penetration levels
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Figure 4-1 Accuracy (%) of CBR and SVM for different CV penetration levels (continued)
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Figure 4-2 Average density estimation accuracy for different CV penetration levels
For both of the AI methods data from training and test cases is normalized using
the same 0-1 scale (Chang and Lin 2011). Table 4-2 compares the density estimation
accuracy of both AI methods’ for the 30 test cases, which is illustrated in Figure 4-1. One
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significant observation is that when CV penetration is 80% or less, k-nearest neighbor
based CBR algorithm estimates the LOS more accurately than radial kernel based SVM
algorithm. When there are more than 80% CV active on the road, SVM shows better
performance than CBR in estimating density (except 90% CV penetration level).
This is also evident from Figure 4-2 that with higher penetration of CV, the density
estimation is more accurate than lower CV penetration for both AI methods. For 95% CV
penetration levels, achieved accuracy in density estimation by both CBR and SVM
methods are close (average density estimation accuracy difference is 0.2%).
Table 4-3 shows findings from statistical analysis regarding the density estimation
accuracy difference between CBR and SVM methods is significant at 90% confidence
level. The differences between the CBR and SVM methods are significant for each CV
penetration level.
Table 4-3 Significance of the accuracy differences for AI-based strategies
CV penetration (%)
50
60
70
80
90
100

Difference between AI methods’
Accuracy
Significant
Significant
Significant
Significant
Significant
Significant

Table 4-4 shows the detailed density estimation accuracy for different classes of
level of service (LOS A-F) by both CBR and SVM methods. At lowest penetration level
(50%), AI methods cannot assess LOS C and E well compared to higher CV penetration
level.
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Table 4-4 Level of service (LOS) estimation accuracy by different AI methods
CV penetration (%)

50

55

60

65

70

75

80

Analyzed feature
Total LOS frequency
SVM accuracy (%)
CBR accuracy (%)
% diff. between AI methods
Total LOS frequency
SVM accuracy (%)
CBR accuracy (%)
% diff. between AI methods
Total LOS frequency
SVM accuracy (%)
CBR accuracy (%)
% diff. between AI methods
Total LOS frequency
SVM accuracy (%)
CBR accuracy (%)
% diff. between AI methods
Total LOS frequency
SVM accuracy (%)
CBR accuracy (%)
% diff. between AI methods
Total LOS frequency
SVM accuracy (%)
CBR accuracy (%)
% diff. between AI methods
Total LOS frequency
SVM accuracy (%)
CBR accuracy (%)
% diff. between AI methods

LOS
A

B

C

D

E

F

8382
94.38
96.33
2.02
7955
97.85
98.32
0.47
7823
97.01
97.93
0.94
7853
98.06
96.85
1.25
7612
99.46
99.83
0.37
7046
98.27
98.75
0.49
7116
99.68
99.10
0.58

4404
82.02
83.51
1.79
4527
85.40
91.74
6.91
4406
86.31
83.77
3.03
4473
91.39
92.22
0.90
4222
89.03
88.75
0.32
4176
94.32
93.97
0.38
3939
94.06
96.42
2.45

7112
48.28
69.38
30.40
6514
53.30
75.41
29.32
5525
72.43
85.88
15.66
5269
85.90
88.31
2.73
5535
90.42
85.49
5.77
4811
89.19
88.30
1.01
4915
89.73
91.01
1.41

111535
84.36
89.89
6.15
102257
81.72
92.71
11.85
83170
72.55
85.27
14.92
67819
70.16
86.26
18.67
62362
67.93
87.50
22.37
41959
62.94
94.09
33.11
32051
74.61
91.58
18.53

67624
51.05
81.22
37.14
78046
70.00
86.62
19.18
98098
82.28
93.61
12.11
113972
93.26
95.20
2.03
119347
94.10
91.05
3.35
140764
95.86
91.51
4.75
150528
94.71
94.70
0.01

328
0.00
24.70
100.00
141
0.00
7.09
100.00
502
0.00
64.54
100.00
228
0.44
50.00
99.12
732
0.27
63.52
99.57
828
0.00
65.10
100.00
1153
0.00
60.02
100.00
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Table 4-4 Level of service (LOS) estimation accuracy by different AI methods (Continued)
CV penetration (%)

Analyzed feature
Total LOS frequency
SVM accuracy (%)
CBR accuracy (%)
% diff. between AI methods
Total LOS frequency
SVM accuracy (%)
CBR accuracy (%)
% diff. between AI methods
Total LOS frequency
SVM accuracy (%)
CBR accuracy (%)
% diff. between AI methods
Total LOS frequency
SVM accuracy (%)
CBR accuracy (%)
% diff. between AI methods

85

90

95

100

A
6319
99.19
98.67
0.53
5919
97.26
72.43
34.29
6230
99.92
99.78
0.14
5632
99.96
99.13
0.84

B
4378
92.78
94.61
1.93
3895
74.94
94.89
21.02
3930
96.69
97.46
0.78
3888
99.87
98.97
0.91

C
5038
97.00
94.86
2.26
4895
96.08
95.49
0.62
4851
95.92
96.04
0.13
4709
99.68
96.54
3.26

100
50
0
A

E
156869
98.19
92.07
6.66
164222
99.45
97.93
1.56
166259
99.76
97.76
2.04
169054
99.97
99.77
0.20

55% CVT
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Accuracy (%)

50% CVT

LOS
D
23097
71.92
91.05
21.00
16135
64.46
86.89
25.82
13984
82.09
94.54
13.17
11997
99.91
95.96
4.12
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Figure 4-3 Accuracy in estimating LOS events by CBR and SVM
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Figure 4-3 Accuracy in estimating LOS events by CBR and SVM (Continued)
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SVM attempts to find the decision boundary between the classes of LOS categories
and misclassifies the events within certain LOS classes with small sample size. As number
of events for LOS F is small, SVM cannot perform well to classify these data compared to
CBR (as shown in Figure 4-3). SVM show better accuracy to assess LOS F at 100% CV
environment relative to other penetration levels.

4.2.3 Computational time requirement for AI methods
As the real-time density estimation application requires instant analysis of the
collected data, the computational time needs to be negligible so that it does not delay the
decision making process. Table 4-5 shows the average time requirement of both AI
techniques to analyze two hours of data. In the analysis, individual vehicle generated data
is aggregated for each second time interval to assess the study corridor traffic density. The
adopted density estimation methods take only millisecond to compute the link density,
which stays within the tolerable limit for real-time traffic applications (Ma 2008).
Table 4-5 Average computational time requirement for density estimation analysis
CVT
penetration (%)
50
55
60
65
70
75
80
85
90
95
100

Average time required by CBR
to analyze a test file (sec)
5.8
5.6
7.4
6.0
6.0
5.9
5.9
6.8
6.2
6.2
5.3
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Average time required by SVM
to analyze a test file (sec)
18.4
16.7
15.6
12.0
12.7
10.7
9.2
8.3
9.9
7.8
5.2

4.3 Performance assessment of the loop detector density estimation algorithm compared
to CVT-AI system to analyze traffic condition (Hypothesis 2)

Along the study route, a total of 26 dual loop detector stations (data collection
system in VISSIM) are used to collect the data. The speed and volume data collected from
the whole system is compiled for 50 test cases, and aggregated for 20 seconds to estimate
the density. Table 4-6 shows the achieved accuracy for the test cases with loop detector
density estimation algorithm. For the adopted algorithm, density estimation accuracy by
loop detector system varies from 42.5% to 62.2%, which is also illustrated in Figure 4-4.
Table 4-6 Performance of loop detector-based density estimation algorithm
Case
number
Accuracy
(%)
Case
number
Accuracy
(%)
Case
number
Accuracy
(%)
Case
number
Accuracy
(%)
Case
number
Accuracy
(%)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

45.28

53.33

54.72

60.56

55.56

54.17

56.11

51.39

51.67

55.56

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

47.78

53.89

52.78

56.67

59.44

60.00

56.11

56.94

55.00

51.67

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

55.56

56.39

56.39

57.22

52.78

54.44

54.44

46.67

49.44

50.83

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

45.83

42.50

46.94

56.67

61.67

50.83

55.28

53.89

54.44

54.44

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

52.22

56.67

59.17

62.22

58.61

53.89

53.33

60.28

53.61

55.83
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This density estimation accuracy is very low compared to the desired accuracy
level (85%) for this research. Figure 4.5 shows the accuracy of loop detector algorithm for
density estimation for different LOS events. From the Figure 4.5, it is observed that with
the increase of density, the density estimation accuracy of loop detector algorithm
decreases. The accuracy is almost 97% for LOS A, while it is as low as only 46.6% for
LOS F. Although LOS E have the highest number of events, loop detector algorithm does
not show sufficient accuracy for LOS E, rather is shows highest accuracy for LOS A.

Accuracy of loop detector density estimation algorithm
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Figure 4-4 Density estimation accuracy of loop detector density estimation algorithm
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Figure 4-5 Loop detector density estimation accuracy for LOS events
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In this research, an incremental benefit-cost analysis is conducted to compare the
relative benefit of integrated CVT-AI based density estimation compared to a loop detector
based density estimation algorithm. The benefit of real-time density estimation is primarily
the early detection of congestion (both recurring and non-recurring congestion types),
which allows traffic operations personnel to implement traffic management strategies,
which can save travel time, and reduce fuel consumption and emissions. Congestion occurs
due to the limited roadway capacity during an incident, which could be improved by
different traffic management strategies. However, among the total delay caused by both
recurring and non-recurring congestion, about 70% is caused by non-recurring congestion
(e.g. incidents, disabled vehicle etc.) (Hallenbeck 2003). In this research, benefits (for both
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CVT and loop detector system) are attributed to different incident management strategies.
Incident frequency is considered to increase at a rate of 3% per year. In this study, a
traditional cell phone based incident detection system is considered as the base scenario as
mobile phone. The incident detection time for cell phone based detection and loop detector
system are found to be 4.5 minutes and 51 seconds, respectively (De Castro-Neto 2009,
Perrin et al. 2001), while result from this thesis research shows that CVT based AI
algorithms could provide the same information within only 0.0025 seconds. Once the delay
in incident detection time (for both CVT and loop detector system) is known, different
incident scenarios are created in VISSIM to estimate the benefit of early incident detection.
2-lane blocked incidents with the duration of 60 minutes are created for three different
scenarios, which are:


Base scenario: Incident detection with cellular network



Scenario 1: Incident detection with loop detector system



Scenario 2: Incident detection with CVT
Table 4-7 shows the details associated to the estimation of incident detection time

savings.
Table 4-7 Estimation of detection time savings per incident
Method
Cellular
network
Loopdetector
CVT

Total
incident per
year

Incident
detection
accuracy (%)

Number of
detected
incidents

30

Delay in
detection per
incident (sec)

Detection time
saving per
incident (sec)

270

30

54

16

51

219

30

86

26

0.0025

269.9975
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The hourly travel time value for passenger cars is found to be $21.89 per hour in
2009 (USDOT 2011). The rate of fuel consumption cost ($2.37/gallon) and emission
reduction cost ($6154/ton for CO and $5904/ton for NOx) for incident is adopted from a
previous study (Rahman et al. 2015). Table 4-8 shows the detail of the estimated benefits
for an incident with an average duration of 60 minutes for both loop detector system and
AI-facilitated CVT method compared to the base condition (i.e. cellular network based
incident detection). Assuming an average annual inflation rate of 3%, the final costs are
converted to 2015 US $ values using the equation of calculating present worth defined in
Chapter 3.
Table 4-8 Benefits per year for incident duration of 60 minutes over base condition

Method

Benefit of
vehicle time
savings ($)

Benefit of fuel Benefit of CO Benefit of NOx
consumption emission savings emission savings
savings ($)
($)
($)

Loop-detector

238,078

7,369

1,475

275

CVT

464,009

14,636

2,349

438

The cost for cellular network based incident detection system is not considered in
the analysis as this system already exists on the study corridor. The cost of CVT consists
of two major components: RSUs and vehicle on-board units. In 2007, installation cost of
RSU has been reported as $7200 per unit (including the labor cost), the software
development cost for CVT-AI integration is considered to be $100000 while the
operational and maintenance cost per year has been $850 per RSU for 2014 (Co-pilot cost
2015, ITS cost database 2014). The required number of RSU is 7 on the study corridor
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considering one-mile spacing between RSUs (Co-pilot 2015). It is assumed that there will
be no cost associated with the vehicle on-board equipment as this cost will be paid by
vehicle owners. On the other hand, total number of loop detectors is 104 (considering dualloop station in both direction) for the study site. In 2011, the installation cost of loop
detectors is $3,000 per unit (including fiber, conduit, cabinet cost and miscellaneous cost)
(Co-pilot cost 2015), while the operational and maintenance cost is $500 per unit in 2003
(ITS cost database 2003). These values are also converted for 2015 using 3% inflation rate.
The installation costs for RSU and loop detectors are converted to annual cost. Cost
associated with CVT and loop detector system mare as follows:
Number of RSUs: 7
CVT Infrastructure Costs: $25,688
Number of Loop Detectors: 104
Loop Detector System Costs: $164,355
Table 4-9 shows the estimated incremental benefit-cost ratios for loop detectors and
CVT for an incident with an average duration of 60 minutes. The total benefit per year is
derived by summing the individual benefit components from Table 4-8. Incremental
benefit-cost ratio for CVT compared to a cellular network based incident detection system
was found to be about 19, which justifies additional investment for CVT. Incremental
benefit cost analysis between the loop detector and CVT system revealed that additional
investment in loop detector system is not justified. Hence, CVT is the better investment
option.
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Table 4-9 Estimation of incremental benefit-cost ratio incident duration of 60 minutes
Method

Total benefit per
year over cellular
network ($)

Total cost per
year over cellular
network ($)

Incremental
benefit/cost

CVT

481,432.50

25,687.85

18.74

Loopdetector

247,196.94

164,354.85

-1.69

Decision

Select CVT based
detection system
Select CVT based
detection system

Similarly, incremental benefit-cost analysis is conducted for 30 minutes and 45
minutes long incidents (Findings are listed in Table 4-10). Table 4-10 shows that, for
incidents with average duration of 30, 45 and 60 minutes, the minimum return on
investments by the CVT based incident detection method is 4.9 times compared to the
cellular network. With the increase in incident durations, CVT provides more benefit over
cost compared to the cellular network based incident detection.
Table 4-10 Estimation of incremental benefit-cost ratio for incidents
Method

CVT
Loop-detector

Incremental
benefit/cost for 30
minute incident
4.95

Incremental
benefit/cost for 45
minute incident
17.16

-0.38

-1.46

Incremental
benefit/cost for 60
minute incident

18.74
-1.69

4.5 Summary of Analysis and Results
This chapter presented the detail of the research findings based on a real-time traffic
density estimation framework with an integrated CVT-AI system. As the computational
time of the analysis is within a reasonable limit (50 to 150 millisecond), the CVT-AI
method is suitable for real-time traffic management. Compared to CVT, the loop detectorbased density estimation system shows a poor performance for real-time traffic density
estimation. Moreover, an incremental benefit-cost analysis revealed that the CVT-AI
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strategy can provide minimum 4.9 times the benefit compared to the cellular network based
incident detection system for incidents with average durations of 30, 45 and 60 minutes.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Overview
This chapter is divided in two sections. Section 5.2 presents conclusions based on
the analysis conducted for this research. Following the conclusions, Section 5.3 presents
recommendations of this research and further study directions.

5.2 Conclusions
Transportation system enabled by connected vehicle technology (CVT) will
substantially improve safety, mobility, and environment. This research examined a
mobility application, real-time traffic condition assessment using connected vehicles data,
which is consistent with the “Vehicle Data for Traffic Operations” application depicted in
the CVRIA. Incorporation of AI with the framework is a novel approach for improving the
operational condition assessment capabilities. This work developed and evaluated a traffic
condition assessment framework supported by CVT.
This research accomplishes important tasks to prove the viability of a connected
vehicle-based traffic condition assessment strategy based on the output from a simulated
network. Among various combination of microscopic traffic data that can be collected by
CVT, headway value and vehicle lane changing maneuver data found to be the best
parameter combination to predict density. This study revealed that connected vehicle based
traffic condition assessment strategy provided more than 90% accuracy (when the CV
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penetration level is 70% or more), where traditional loop detector-based estimation only
provided 54% accuracy.
This study revealed that up to 85% CV penetration level, k-nearest neighbor based
CBR algorithm estimates density more accurately than radial-kernel based SVM algorithm.
With higher penetration level of CVs on the road (more than 85%), SVM shows better
performance than CBR except for 90% CV penetration level. Using only CVT data, 90%
or higher accuracy is achievable by both AI methods when the penetration level of CV is
80% or more. At these penetration levels (90% or more), both CBR and SVM predict the
road traffic condition with almost similar accuracy.
An incremental benefit-cost analysis revealed that the incremental benefit-cost ratio
is almost 5 for CVT based traffic condition system for 30 minutes incident, whereas the
ratio is almost 17 and 19 for 45 and 60 minutes incident respectively over the cellular
network system. The loop detector system does not show any benefit for against the
investment over the CVT system. Benefits due to secondary incidents were not included in
this analysis. If the impact of early detection time on secondary incidents were considered,
the benefit from the CVT-AI method would be much higher. Derived benefits in relation
to investment costs of connected vehicle infrastructure will likely to go up if other
connected vehicle applications are implemented with the same infrastructure considered
for traffic conditions assessment.
Connected vehicles will be on public roads within the next few years, which offers
challenges as well as opportunities for public agencies responsible for their planning,
design, operations and management. The application developed in this research will be
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useful to public agencies to estimate traffic conditions in a cost-effective fashion. While
some state DOT agencies have deployed extensive road sensors to monitor traffic
conditions, other DOTs contracts with private companies, such as INRIX, for the
monitoring of real-time traffic speeds and travel times across the state. The CVT
application evaluated in this thesis will create a unique opportunity to collect real-time
traffic condition data, including detection of traffic incidents, which will reduce and
eliminate the current use of traditional, less reliable, sensor-based traffic collection
practices or data provided by private vendors that costs taxpayer dollars. Apart from this
immediate impact of this research to provide a reliable alternative to existing traditional
traffic sensors, this system has the potential to assess traffic conditions where traffic
sensors are not installed.
This study only considered a freeway section. The performance of the framework
on arterials with intersections (signalized or un-signalized) could be different from what
were found in this study. Also different geometric and environmental conditions are not
considered as factors to estimate density in this thesis.
The study was conducted in a simulation environment. For a real-world
implementation on a freeway segment, the model performance may vary due to factors not
considered during the computer simulation. This study did not incorporate non-connected
vehicle data, such as data from social media and weather services. However, fusing nonconnected vehicle data with connected vehicle data can improve the accuracy for diverse
scenarios, such as work zones and severe weather events, and it will also permit
incorporating non-real time applications, such as planning. Additionally, it was assumed
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that the vehicle on-board equipment would accurately measure the data per individual
vehicle, while the RSUs would be able to maintain the perfect communication without any
information packet loss.

5.3 Recommendations
As connected vehicles will be on the roadways within the next few years and their
penetration rates are expected to increase significantly in the following years, it is very
important now to develop CVT applications and evaluate their efficacies.
Recommendations based on the current study have been listed below:


To maximize the benefit of connected vehicle data sources for traffic operations,
DOTs could focus to develop the connected transportation infrastructure



DOTs should plan to use integrated CVT-AI based density estimation system
instead of using the traditional loop detector based density estimation system
The following recommendations would help the use of this research to support the

future traffic condition-based connected vehicle application development and evaluation:


Develop applications using other Artificial Intelligence-based methods and
compare with the CBR and SVM methods considered in this thesis;



Evaluate the performance of the real-time traffic condition assessment framework
developed in this research with larger training and test dataset in other highway
networks;



Expand the research by including a communication network simulator with a
microscopic traffic simulator to simultaneously evaluate the traffic and networking
measures of effectiveness;
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Evaluate the application in a real-world testbed. The evaluation of the traffic
condition assessment was done in a simulated environment in this thesis. A real
world test will make this application will make it ready for field deployment.



Apply the method at arterials with both signalized and un-signalized intersections;



Consider different geometric as well as environmental factors that can affect traffic
density;



Incorporate in the application developed in this thesis within a Big Data Analytics
framework where data sources other than connected vehicle data, such as social
media and services (e.g., weather services), are included along with the Connected
Vehicle data. The roadside units will provide a massive amount of data. While a
portion of these data being used directly in CVT applications, the entire collected
data can also be utilized. One such utilization is the combination of the collected
connected vehicle data with other external data such as weather information and
social media to produce valuable insights for applications such as long term
infrastructure planning and short-to-medium term traffic planning. The integration
of external data with aggregated traffic data can also generate potential data
products that can be made available to the public to support their travel.
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APPENDIX A: MATLAB CODE FOR SVM
% %% SVM analysis
%convert vehicle record file
tic
for w=10000:10029
if exist (['VRn_dta_i26_S' num2str(w) '.txt'],'file')
fid = fopen(['VRn_dta_i26_S' num2str(w) '.txt'], 'r');
array = textscan(fid, '%f;%f;%f;%f;%f;%c;%f;%f;%f;');
fclose(fid);
% %change lane changing information to numerical value
% remove link number, vehicle ID, type
Fid2 = fopen(['output' num2str(w) '.txt'], 'w+');
for i=1:length(array{1})
laneChange = 0;
if (array{6}(i) == '<')
laneChange = 1;
elseif (array{6}(i) == '>')
laneChange = 2;
end
fprintf(Fid2,'%d %0.1f %d %0.1f %0.3f %0.3f
\r\n',(array{1}(i)),array{5}(i),laneChange,array{7}(i),array{8}(i),array{9}(i));
end
fclose(Fid2);
else
continue
end
end
toc
%%
%load link evaluation file to filter the link 181 data and assign LOS
tic
your_mat1=zeros(0,0);
%h = waitbar(0,'Please wait...');
for x=100:119
if exist (['LEn_dta_i26_S' num2str(x) '.txt'],'file')
fid3=fopen(['LEn_dta_i26_S' num2str(x) '.txt']);
array2 = textscan(fid3,'%f; %f; %f; %f; %f;');
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fclose(fid3);
fid4 = fopen(['LenFiln_dta_i26_S' num2str(x) '.txt'], 'w+');
for ii=1:length(array2{1})
if ((array2{2}(ii)==181))
LoS=0;
if (array2{5}(ii)<=(11))
LoS=1;
elseif array2{5}(ii)> (11) && array2{5}(ii)<= (18)
LoS=2;
elseif array2{5}(ii)> (18) && array2{5}(ii)<= (26)
LoS=3;
elseif array2{5}(ii)> (26) && array2{5}(ii)<= (35)
LoS=4;
elseif array2{5}(ii)> (35) && array2{5}(ii)<= (45)
LoS=5;
elseif array2{5}(ii)> (45)
LoS=6;
%fprintf(fid4,'%d %d %0.2f \r\n', LoS, array2{1}(i), array2{3}(i));
end
fprintf(fid4,'%d %d %0.2f %0.2f %0.2f \r\n', LoS, array2{1}(ii), array2{3}(ii),
array2{4}(ii), array2{5}(ii));
end
end
fclose(fid4);
else
continue
end
end
toc
%%
tic
LOS=zeros(0,0);
for x=211:230
if exist (['LenFiln_dta_i26_S' num2str(x) '.txt'],'file')
filename = ['LenFiln_dta_i26_S' num2str(x) '.txt'];
delimiter = ' ';
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%Format string for each line of text:
formatSpec = '%f%f%f%f%f%[^\n\r]';
% Open the text file.
fileID = fopen(filename,'r');
dataArray = textscan(fileID, formatSpec, 'Delimiter', delimiter,
'MultipleDelimsAsOne', true, 'ReturnOnError', false);
fclose(fileID);
VarName1 = dataArray{:, 1};
VarName2 = dataArray{:, 2};
VarName3 = dataArray{:, 3};
VarName4 = dataArray{:, 4};
VarName5 = dataArray{:, 5};
LoSa=[VarName1 VarName2 VarName3 VarName4 VarName5];
% Clear temporary variables
clearvars filename delimiter formatSpec fileID dataArray ans;
%
%Import data from vehicle record text file.
%outputmat=zeros(0,0);
filenamea = ['output' num2str(x) '.txt'];
delimiter = ' ';
formatSpeca = '%f%f%f%f%f%f%[^\n\r]';
fileIDc = fopen(filenamea,'r');
dataArray1 = textscan(fileIDc, formatSpeca, 'Delimiter', delimiter,
'MultipleDelimsAsOne', true, 'EmptyValue' ,NaN, 'ReturnOnError', false);
fclose(fileIDc);
outputmat = [dataArray1{1:end-1}];
sort = sortrows(outputmat,1);
[C,ia,idx] = unique(sort(:,1),'stable');
head = accumarray(idx,sort(:,2),[],@mean);
LnChng = accumarray(idx,sort(:,3),[],@mean);
stop = accumarray(idx,sort(:,4),[],@mean);
acceleration = accumarray(idx,sort(:,5),[],@mean);
speed = accumarray(idx,sort(:,6),[],@(x) length(x)./sum(1./x));
%TQdelay = accumarray(idx,sort(:,7),[],@mean);
your_mat = [C head LnChng stop acceleration speed];
% Merge vehicle record file with link evaluation file
c= your_mat;
d= LoSa; %LoS
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F_LoS3=zeros(0,0);
F_LoS4=zeros(0,0);
for u=1:7200
LoS1=(c(:,1)==u); %it means for all time 540 in first column, it stroes the row value
on LoS when u = 540 u
LoS3 = c(LoS1,:);
F_LoS3=[F_LoS3;LoS3];
ab=length(LoS3);
if ab==0
continue
else
Time=LoS3(1);
LoS2=(d(:,2)==Time);% at b, the rows which have 540, it stroes the row value on
LoS when u = 540
LoS4 = d(LoS2,:);
F_LoS4=[F_LoS4;LoS4];
end
end
LoSFinal= [F_LoS3 F_LoS4];
LOS=[LOS;LoSFinal];
% waitbar(x/202);
%
your_mat1=[your_mat1;your_mat];
%end
else
continue
end
end
toc
%%
%
tic
headwyy1=(LOS(:,10)==0);
hdwyy11=LOS(headwyy1,1);%stores the row which has headway value 0
[trashh,idcx] = unique(hdwyy11(:,1),'first');%deletes multiple same time row
number with row value 0
hdwyy11=hdwyy11(idcx,:);
for r2=1:length(hdwyy11)
LOS((LOS(:,1)== hdwyy11(r2,1)),:)=[];
end
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abc=LOS;
%%
tic
LOS=abc;
LOS(:,1)= (1:1:length(LOS));
L34=(LOS(:,10)<(1));
L11=LOS(L34,1);%stores the row which has headway value 0
qs=length(L11);
if qs==0
LOS=LOS;
else
[trash1,idcx] = unique(L11(:,1),'first');%deletes multiple same time row number
with row value 0
L11=L11(idcx,:);
for r21=1:length(L11)
LOS((LOS(:,1)== L11(r21,1)),:)=[];
end
end
T1=(5280*2*(LOS(:,10).^(-1)));
LOS= [LOS(:,1:2) T1 LOS(:,3:11)];
toc
%%
%add the time column from your_mat
tic
LostrainLos = zeros(0,0);
% All=[LoSFinal1;LOS];
% dd=length(LoSFinal1);
LostrainLos = LOS(:,8);
a=LOS(:,2:7);
max_a = max(a,[],1);
min_a = min(a,[],1);
a2=bsxfun(@times, bsxfun(@minus, a, min_a), 1./abs(max_a-min_a));
norm=[LOS(:,1:1) a2];
%dd=length(LoSFinal1);
%LOStrain=norm((1+dd):end,:);
LOStrain = [norm LostrainLos];
toc
% %%Libsvm
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tic
%aa=[LOStrain(:,2) LOStrain(:,3) LOStrain(:,4) LOStrain(:,5) LOStrain(:,6)
LOStrain(:,7)];
aa=[LOStrain(:,3) LOStrain(:,4)]; %speed and stop
labels = LOStrain(:,8); % labels from the 1st column
features_sparse = sparse(aa); % features must be in a sparse matrix
%model=svmtrain(labels,features_sparse,'-s 0 -t 2 -m 1000 -c 2 -g
.000000000000000000000016 -e 0.00001');
model=svmtrain(labels,features_sparse,'-s 0 -t 2 -m 100000 -c 8192 -g 1024 -e 0.00001');
toc
%%-v 10
%%
tic
losT=zeros(0,0);
pl=zeros(0,0);
LOSS=zeros(0,0);
Acc=zeros(0,0);
for xx=231:240
tic
if exist (['LEn_dta_i26_S' num2str(xx) '.txt'],'file')
fid33=fopen(['LEn_dta_i26_S' num2str(xx) '.txt']);
arrayB = textscan(fid33,'%f; %f; %f; %f; %f;');
fclose(fid33);
fid44 = fopen(['LenFiln_dta_i26_S' num2str(xx) '.txt'], 'w+');
for yy=1:length(arrayB{1})
if ((arrayB{2}(yy)==181))
LoS=0;
if (arrayB{5}(yy)<=(11))
LoS=1;
elseif arrayB{5}(yy)> (11) && arrayB{5}(yy)<= (18)
LoS=2;
elseif arrayB{5}(yy)> (18) && arrayB{5}(yy)<= (26)
LoS=3;
elseif arrayB{5}(yy)> (26) && arrayB{5}(yy)<= (35)
LoS=4;
elseif arrayB{5}(yy)> (35) && arrayB{5}(yy)<= (45)
LoS=5;
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elseif arrayB{5}(yy)> 45
LoS=6;
%
fprintf(fid4,'%d %d %0.2f \r\n', LoS, array2{1}(i), array2{3}(i));
end
fprintf(fid44,'%d %d %0.2f %0.2f %0.2f \r\n', LoS, arrayB{1}(yy), arrayB{3}(yy),
arrayB{4}(yy), arrayB{5}(yy));
end
end
fclose(fid44);
filenameB = ['LenFiln_dta_i26_S' num2str(xx) '.txt'];
delimiter = ' ';
% Format string for each line of text:
formatSpecB = '%f%f%f%f%f%[^\n\r]';
% Open the text file.
fileID22 = fopen(filenameB,'r');
dataArray22 = textscan(fileID22, formatSpecB, 'Delimiter', delimiter,
'MultipleDelimsAsOne', true, 'ReturnOnError', false);
fclose(fileID22);
VarName11 = dataArray22{:, 1};
VarName22 = dataArray22{:, 2};
VarName33 = dataArray22{:, 3};
VarName44 = dataArray22{:, 4};
VarName55 = dataArray22{:, 5};
LoSS=[VarName11 VarName22 VarName33 VarName44 VarName55];
% Clear temporary variables
clearvars filename delimiter formatSpec fileID dataArray ans;
%
%Import data from vehicle record text file.
filename2 = ['output' num2str(xx) '.txt'];
delimiter = ' ';
formatSpecC = '%f%f%f%f%f%f%[^\n\r]';
fileID11 = fopen(filename2,'r');
dataArray11 = textscan(fileID11, formatSpecC, 'Delimiter', delimiter,
'MultipleDelimsAsOne', true, 'EmptyValue' ,NaN, 'ReturnOnError', false);
fclose(fileID11);
outputmatt = [dataArray11{1:end-1}];
% headway0=(outputmatt(:,2)==0);
% hdwy0=outputmatt(headway0,1);
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%

[trash,idx] = unique(hdwy0(:,1),'first');
hdwy0=hdwy0(idx,:);
for r=1:length(hdwy0)
outputmatt((outputmatt(:,1)== hdwy0(r,1)),:)=[];
end
outputmatt(outputmatt(:,2)==0,:)=[];

sortt = sortrows(outputmatt,1);
% Get average of the column data data
[CC,iaa,idxx] = unique(sortt(:,1),'stable');
head1 = accumarray(idxx,sortt(:,2),[],@mean);
LnChng1 = accumarray(idxx,sortt(:,3),[],@mean);
stop1 = accumarray(idxx,sortt(:,4),[],@mean);
acceleration1 = accumarray(idxx,sortt(:,5),[],@mean);
speed1 = accumarray(idxx,sortt(:,6),[],@(x) length(x)./sum(1./x));
%TQdelay1 = accumarray(idxx,sortt(:,7),[],@mean);
your_matt = [CC head1 LnChng1 stop1 acceleration1 speed1];
%
cc= your_matt;
dd= LoSS; %LoS
F_LoSS3=zeros(0,0);
F_LoSS4=zeros(0,0);
%
for uu=1:7200
LoSS1=(cc(:,1)==uu); %it means for all time 540 in first column, it stroes the row
value on LoS when u = 540 u
LoSS3 = cc(LoSS1,:);
F_LoSS3=[F_LoSS3;LoSS3];
qq=length(LoSS3);
if qq==0
continue
else
Time=LoSS3(1);
LoSS2=(dd(:,2)==Time);% at b, the rows which have 540, are stored in carset
LoSS4= dd(LoSS2,:);
F_LoSS4=[F_LoSS4;LoSS4];
end
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end
LoSVal1=F_LoSS4(:,1);
LoSFinal1= [F_LoSS3 F_LoSS4];
headwyy2=(LoSFinal1(:,10)==0);
hdwyy12=LoSFinal1(headwyy2,1);%stores the row which has headway value 0
[trashh,idcx] = unique(hdwyy12(:,1),'first');%deletes multiple same time row number
with row value 0
hdwyy12=hdwyy12(idcx,:);
for r2=1:length(hdwyy12)
LoSFinal1((LoSFinal1(:,1)== hdwyy12(r2,1)),:)=[];
end
LoSFinal1(:,1)=(1:1:length(LoSFinal1));
L2=(LoSFinal1(:,10)<1);
%L2=(LoSFinal1(:,10) <= 1);
L3=LoSFinal1(L2,1);%stores the row which has headway value 0
%idcx=zeros(0,0);
qa=length(L3);
if qa==0
LoSFinal1 = LoSFinal1;
else
[trash2,idcx] = unique(L3(:,1),'first');%deletes multiple same time row number with
row value 0
L3=L3(idcx,:);
for r24=1:length(L3)
LoSFinal1((LoSFinal1(:,1)== L3(r24,1)),:)=[];
end
end
T2=(5280*2*(LoSFinal1(:,10).^(-1)));
LoSFinal1= [LoSFinal1(:,1:2) T2 LoSFinal1(:,3:11)];
LostestLos = zeros(0,0);
LostestLos = LoSFinal1(: ,8);
a1=LoSFinal1(:,2:7);
a3=bsxfun(@times, bsxfun(@minus, a1, min_a), 1./abs(max_a-min_a));
normm=[LoSFinal1(:,1:1) a3];
LOStest=[normm LostestLos];
% Predict libsvm
predict_label=zeros(0,0);
labelss=repmat(4,length(LOStest),1);
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%bb=[LOStest(:,2) LOStest(:,3) LOStest(:,4) LOStest(:,5) LOStest(:,6) LOStest(:,7)];
bb=[LOStest(:,3) LOStest(:,4)];
features_sparse1 = sparse(bb);
[predict_label, accuracy, dec_values] = svmpredict(labelss,features_sparse1,model);
los=LOStest(:,8);
los=LOStest(:,8);
match1=zeros(0,0);
match=zeros(0,0);
for zz=1:length(los)
if los(zz,:)==predict_label(zz,:)
match(zz,:)=1;
else
match(zz,:)=0;
end
match=[match1; match];
end
Accuracy=((sum(match(1:end,:)))/(double(length(match))))*100;
Acc=[Acc;Accuracy];
losT=[losT;los];
pl=[pl;predict_label];
toc
end
end
%%
%find the match
tic
serial=((1:1:length(pl))');
A1=zeros(0,0);
total=[pl losT];
FinalLOS=zeros(0,0);
DetA2=zeros(0,0);
total1=sortrows(total,2);
total2=[serial total1];
for los=1:6
as=(total2(:,3)==los);
A0=total2(as,:);
if length(A0)==0
continue
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else
mtch=zeros(0,0);
for q=1:length(A0)
if A0(q,2)==A0(q,3)
mtch(q,:)=1;
else
mtch(q,:)=0;
end
aas=(total2(:,3)==los);
AA0=total2(aas,:);
eee=length(AA0);
DetA=(sum(double(mtch(:,1)))/double(length(mtch(:,1)))*100);
DetA2=[los eee DetA];
end
FinalLOS=[FinalLOS;DetA2];
end
end
toc
Code for grid search method
%grid of parameters
folds = 5;
%h = waitbar(0,'Please wait...');
[Cvalue,gamma] = meshgrid(11:.5:13,6.5:0.5:9.5);
%[Cvalue,gamma] = meshgrid(2:1:12,-2:1:7);
%# grid search, and cross-validation
cv_acc = zeros(numel(Cvalue),1);
%d= 2;
%%
tic
matlabpool('open',8);
parfor i=1:numel(Cvalue)
cv_acc(i) = svmtrain(labels,features_sparse, ...
sprintf('-s %f -t %f -m %f -e %f -c %f -g %f -v %f', 0, 2, 100000, 0.00001,
2^Cvalue(i), 2^gamma(i), folds));
waitbar(i/numel(Cvalue));
end
matlabpool('close')
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toc
%%
%%# pair (C,gamma) with best accuracy
[~,idx] = max(cv_acc);
%# contour plot of paramter selection max_a
% contour(Cvalue, gamma, reshape(cv_acc,size(Cvalue))), colorbar
% hold on;
% text(Cvalue(idx), gamma(idx), sprintf('Acc = %.2f %%',cv_acc(idx)), ...
% 'HorizontalAlign','left', 'VerticalAlign','top')
% hold off
% xlabel('log_2(C)'), ylabel('log_2(\gamma)'), title('Cross-Validation Accuracy')
%# now you can train you model using best_C and best_gamma
best_Cvalue = 2^Cvalue(idx);
best_gamma = 2^gamma(idx); %# ...
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APPENDIX B: MATLAB CODE FOR CBR
% %program that filter link number and make an average
tic
for w=211:239
if exist (['VRn_dta_i26_S' num2str(w) '.txt'],'file')
fid = fopen(['VRn_dta_i26_S' num2str(w) '.txt'], 'r');
array = textscan(fid, '%f;%f;%f;%f;%f;%c;%f;%f;%f;');
fclose(fid);
% %change lane changing information to numerical value
% remove link number, vehicle ID, type
Fid2 = fopen(['outputc' num2str(w) '.txt'], 'w+');
for i=1:length(array{1})
laneChange = 0;
if (array{6}(i) == '<')
laneChange = 1;
elseif (array{6}(i) == '>')
laneChange = 2;
end
fprintf(Fid2,'%d %0.1f %d %0.1f %0.3f %0.3f
\r\n',(array{1}(i)),array{5}(i),laneChange,array{7}(i),array{8}(i),array{9}(i));
end
fclose(Fid2);
else
continue
end
end
toc
%%
% load link evaluation file to filter the link 181 data and assign LOS
tic
LOSc=zeros(0,0);
your_mat1c=zeros(0,0);
%h = waitbar(0,'Please wait...');
for xc=211:212
if exist (['LEn_dta_i26_S' num2str(xc) '.txt'],'file')
fid3c=fopen(['LEn_dta_i26_S' num2str(xc) '.txt']);
array2c = textscan(fid3c,'%f; %f; %f; %f; %f;');
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fclose(fid3c);
fid4c = fopen(['LenFiln_dta_i26_S' num2str(xc) '.txt'], 'w+');
for iic=1:length(array2c{1})
if ((array2c{2}(iic)==181))
LoSc=0;
if (array2c{5}(iic)<=(11))
LoSc=1;
elseif array2c{5}(iic)> (11) && array2c{5}(iic)<= (18)
LoSc=2;
elseif array2c{5}(iic)> (18) && array2c{5}(iic)<= (26)
LoSc=3;
elseif array2c{5}(iic)> (26) && array2c{5}(iic)<= (35)
LoSc=4;
elseif array2c{5}(iic)> (35) && array2c{5}(iic)<= (45)
LoSc=5;
elseif array2c{5}(iic)> (45)
LoSc=6;
%
fprintf(fid4,'%d %d %0.2f \r\n', LoS, array2{1}(i), array2{3}(i));
end
fprintf(fid4c,'%d %d %0.2f %.2f %.2f \r\n', LoSc, array2c{1}(iic),
array2c{3}(iic), array2c{4}(iic), array2c{5}(iic));
end
end
fclose(fid4c);
else
continue
end
end
toc
%%
tic
LOSc=zeros(0,0);
for xc=211:230
if exist (['LenFiln_dta_i26_S' num2str(xc) '.txt'],'file')
filenamec = ['LenFiln_dta_i26_S' num2str(xc) '.txt'];
delimiter = ' ';
%Format string for each line of text:
formatSpecc = '%f%f%f%f%f%[^\n\r]';
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% Open the text file.
fileIDc = fopen(filenamec,'r');
dataArrayc = textscan(fileIDc, formatSpecc, 'Delimiter', delimiter,
'MultipleDelimsAsOne', true, 'ReturnOnError', false);
fclose(fileIDc);
VarName1c = dataArrayc{:, 1};
VarName2c = dataArrayc{:, 2};
VarName3c = dataArrayc{:, 3};
VarName4c = dataArrayc{:, 4};
VarName5c = dataArrayc{:, 5};
LoSac=[VarName1c VarName2c VarName3c VarName4c VarName5c];
% Clear temporary variables
clearvars filenamec delimiter formatSpecc fileIDc dataArrayc ans;
%
%Import data from vehicle record text file.
%outputmat=zeros(0,0);
filenameac = ['outputc' num2str(xc) '.txt'];
delimiter = ' ';
formatSpecac = '%f%f%f%f%f%f%[^\n\r]';
fileIDcc = fopen(filenameac,'r');
dataArray1c = textscan(fileIDcc, formatSpecac, 'Delimiter', delimiter,
'MultipleDelimsAsOne', true, 'EmptyValue' ,NaN, 'ReturnOnError', false);
fclose(fileIDcc);
outputmatc = [dataArray1c{1:end-1}];
% headway1c=(outputmatc(:,2)==0);
% hdwy1c=outputmatc(headway1c,1);%stores the row which has headway value 0
% [trash,idcxc] = unique(hdwy1c(:,1),'first');%deletes multiple same time row number
with row value 0
% hdwy1c=hdwy1c(idcxc,:);
% for r1c=1:length(hdwy1c)
%
outputmatc((outputmatc(:,1)== hdwy1c(r1c,1)),:)=[];
% end
eec=length(outputmatc);%if each second has headway value 0, go to next loop
if eec==0
continue
else
sortc = sortrows(outputmatc,1);
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[Cc,iac,idxc] = unique(sortc(:,1),'stable');
headc = accumarray(idxc,sortc(:,2),[],@mean);
LnChngc = accumarray(idxc,sortc(:,3),[],@mean);
stopc = accumarray(idxc,sortc(:,4),[],@mean);
accelerationc = accumarray(idxc,sortc(:,5),[],@mean);
speedc = accumarray(idxc,sortc(:,6),[],@mean);
%TQdelayc = accumarray(idxc,sortc(:,7),[],@mean);
%your_matc = [C head LnChng stop acceleration speed TQdelay];
your_matc = [Cc headc LnChngc stopc accelerationc speedc];
%%% norm = [C head LnChng stop acceleration speed];
% data normalization
% Sort the matrix
%the file may be already sorted
%
% Merge vehicle record file with link evaluation file
cc= your_matc;
dc= LoSac; %LoS
F_LoS3c=zeros(0,0);
F_LoS4c=zeros(0,0);
for uc=1:7200
LoS1c=(cc(:,1)==uc); %it means for all time 540 in first column, it stroes the row
value on LoS when u = 540 u
LoS3c = cc(LoS1c,:);
F_LoS3c=[F_LoS3c;LoS3c];
abc=length(LoS3c);
if abc==0
continue
else
Time=LoS3c(1);
LoS2c=(dc(:,2)==Time);% at b, the rows which have 540, it stroes the row value on
LoS when u = 540
LoS4c = dc(LoS2c,:);
F_LoS4c=[F_LoS4c;LoS4c];
end
end
LoSFinalc= [F_LoS3c F_LoS4c];
LOSc=[LOSc;LoSFinalc];
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%waitbar(xc/3);
%
your_mat1=[your_mat1;your_mat];
end
else
continue
end
end
toc
%%
%add the time column from your_mat
tic
headwyy1c=(LOSc(:,10)==0);
hdwyy11c=LOSc(headwyy1c,1);%stores the row which has headway value 0
[trashh,idcx] = unique(hdwyy11c(:,1),'first');%deletes multiple same time row
number with row value 0
hdwyy11c=hdwyy11c(idcx,:);
for rc2=1:length(hdwyy11c)
LOSc((LOSc(:,1)== hdwyy11c(rc2,1)),:)=[];
end
abcc=LOSc;
toc
%%
tic
LOSc=abcc;
LOSc(:,1)= (1:1:length(LOSc));
L34c=(LOSc(:,10)<(1));
L11c=LOSc(L34c,1);%stores the row which has headway value 0
qsc=length(L11c);
if qsc==0
LOSc=LOSc;
else
[trash1,idcx] = unique(L11c(:,1),'first');%deletes multiple same time row number
with row value 0
L11c=L11c(idcx,:);
for r21c=1:length(L11c)
LOSc((LOSc(:,1)== L11c(r21c,1)),:)=[];
end
end
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T1c=(5280*2*(LOSc(:,10).^(-1)));
LOSc= [LOSc(:,1:2) T1c LOSc(:,3:11)];
toc
%%
tic
LostrainLosc = zeros(0,0);
% Allc=[LoSFinal1c;LOSc];
% ddc=length(LoSFinal1c);
%LostestLosc = Allc(1:(ddc/2),8);
LostrainLosc = LOSc(:,8);
ac=LOSc(:,2:7);
max_ac = max(ac,[],1);
min_ac = min(ac,[],1);
a2c=bsxfun(@times, bsxfun(@minus, ac, min_ac), 1./abs(max_ac-min_ac));
normc1=[LOSc(:,1:1) a2c];
%dd=length(LoSFinal1);
%LOStrainc=normc(((1+ddc):end),:);
LOStrainc = [normc1 LostrainLosc];
toc
%% find the nearest neighbor, make a file with EACH SECOND nearest neighbor
number and LoS value
tic
%W=[5 2 2];
dis=zeros(0,0);
%Asa = [LOStrainc(:,2) LOStrainc(:,5) LOStrainc(:,6)];%train
Asa = [LOStrainc(:,3) LOStrainc(:,4)];%train
%Test = [LOStestc(:,2) LOStestc(:,5) LOStestc(:,6)];%test
mdl = ClassificationKNN.fit(Asa, LostrainLosc,'DistanceWeight',@(d)d.^(-2));
%mdl = ClassificationKNN.fit(Asa, LostrainLosc);
rloss = resubLoss(mdl);
cvmdl = crossval(mdl);
kloss = kfoldLoss(cvmdl);
% Test = [LOStestc(:,2) LOStestc(:,6)];%test
% Predictclass = predict(mdl,Test);
toc
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%%
LOSSc=zeros(0,0);
losTc=zeros(0,0);
plc=zeros(0,0);
Accc=zeros(0,0);
for xxc=231:240
tic
if exist (['LEn_dta_i26_S' num2str(xxc) '.txt'],'file')
fid33c=fopen(['LEn_dta_i26_S' num2str(xxc) '.txt']);
arrayBc = textscan(fid33c,'%f; %f; %f; %f; %f;');
fclose(fid33c);
fid44c = fopen(['LenFiln_dta_i26_S' num2str(xxc) '.txt'], 'w+');
for yyc=1:length(arrayBc{1})
if ((arrayBc{2}(yyc)==181))
LoSc=0;
if (arrayBc{5}(yyc)<=(11))
LoSc=1;
elseif arrayBc{5}(yyc)> (11) && arrayBc{5}(yyc)<= (18)
LoSc=2;
elseif arrayBc{5}(yyc)> (18) && arrayBc{5}(yyc)<= (26)
LoSc=3;
elseif arrayBc{5}(yyc)> (26) && arrayBc{5}(yyc)<= (35)
LoSc=4;
elseif arrayBc{5}(yyc)> (26) && arrayBc{5}(yyc)<= (45)
LoSc=5;
elseif arrayBc{5}(yyc)> 45
LoSc=6;
%
fprintf(fid4,'%d %d %0.2f \r\n', LoS, array2{1}(i), array2{3}(i));
end
fprintf(fid44c,'%d %d %0.2f %0.2f %0.2f \r\n', LoSc, arrayBc{1}(yyc),
arrayBc{3}(yyc), arrayBc{4}(yyc), arrayBc{5}(yyc));
end
end
fclose(fid44c);
filenameBc = ['LenFiln_dta_i26_S' num2str(xxc) '.txt'];
delimiter = ' ';
% Format string for each line of text:
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formatSpecBc = '%f%f%f%f%f%[^\n\r]';
% Open the text file.
fileID22c = fopen(filenameBc,'r');
dataArray22c = textscan(fileID22c, formatSpecBc, 'Delimiter', delimiter,
'MultipleDelimsAsOne', true, 'ReturnOnError', false);
fclose(fileID22c);
VarName11c = dataArray22c{:, 1};
VarName22c = dataArray22c{:, 2};
VarName33c = dataArray22c{:, 3};
VarName44c = dataArray22c{:, 4};
VarName55c = dataArray22c{:, 5};
LoSSc=[VarName11c VarName22c VarName33c VarName44c VarName55c];
% Clear temporary variables
clearvars filenameBc delimiter formatSpecBc fileID22c dataArray22c ans;
%
%Import data from vehicle record text file.
filename2c = ['outputc' num2str(xxc) '.txt'];
delimiter = ' ';
formatSpecCc = '%f%f%f%f%f%f%f%[^\n\r]';
fileID11c = fopen(filename2c,'r');
dataArray11c = textscan(fileID11c, formatSpecCc, 'Delimiter', delimiter,
'MultipleDelimsAsOne', true, 'EmptyValue' ,NaN, 'ReturnOnError', false);
fclose(fileID11c);
outputmattc = [dataArray11c{1:end-1}];
% headwayy1c=(outputmattc(:,2)==0);
% hdwyy1c=outputmattc(headwayy1c,1);%stores the row which has headway value 0
% [trash,idccxc] = unique(hdwyy1c(:,1),'first');%deletes multiple same time row
number with row value 0
% hdwyy1c=hdwyy1c(idccxc,:);
% for r1cc=1:length(hdwyy1c)
%
outputmattc((outputmattc(:,1)== hdwyy1c(r1cc,1)),:)=[];
% end
eecc=length(outputmattc);%if each second has headway value 0, go to next loop
if eecc==0
continue
else
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sorttc = sortrows(outputmattc,1);
% Get average of the column data data
[CCc,iaac,idxxc] = unique(sorttc(:,1),'stable');
head1c = accumarray(idxxc,sorttc(:,2),[],@mean);
LnChng1c = accumarray(idxxc,sorttc(:,3),[],@mean);
stop1c = accumarray(idxxc,sorttc(:,4),[],@mean);
acceleration1c = accumarray(idxxc,sorttc(:,5),[],@mean);
speed1c = accumarray(idxxc,sorttc(:,6),[],@mean);
% TQdelay1c = accumarray(idxxc,sorttc(:,7),[],@mean);
your_mattc = [CCc head1c LnChng1c stop1c acceleration1c speed1c];
ccc= your_mattc;
ddc= LoSSc; %LoS
F_LoSS3c=zeros(0,0);
F_LoSS4c=zeros(0,0);
for uuc=1:7200
LoSS1c=(ccc(:,1)==uuc); %it means for all time 540 in first column, it stroes the row
value on LoS when u = 540 u
LoSS3c = ccc(LoSS1c,:);
F_LoSS3c=[F_LoSS3c;LoSS3c];
qqc=length(LoSS3c);
if qqc==0
continue
else
Time=LoSS3c(1);
LoSS2c=(ddc(:,2)==Time);% at b, the rows which have 540, are stored in carset
LoSS4c= ddc(LoSS2c,:);
F_LoSS4c=[F_LoSS4c;LoSS4c];
end
end
LoSVal1c=F_LoSS4c(:,1);
LoSFinal1c= [F_LoSS3c F_LoSS4c];
headwyy2c=(LoSFinal1c(:,10)==0);
hdwyy12c=LoSFinal1c(headwyy2c,1);%stores the row which has headway value 0
[trashh,idcx] = unique(hdwyy12c(:,1),'first');%deletes multiple same time row number
with row value 0
hdwyy12c=hdwyy12c(idcx,:);
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for r2c=1:length(hdwyy12c)
LoSFinal1c((LoSFinal1c(:,1)== hdwyy12c(r2c,1)),:)=[];
end
LoSFinal1c(:,1)=(1:1:length(LoSFinal1c));
L2c=(LoSFinal1c(:,10)<1);
%L2=(LoSFinal1(:,10) <= 1);
L3c=LoSFinal1c(L2c,1);%stores the row which has headway value 0
%idcx=zeros(0,0);
qac=length(L3c);
if qac==0
LoSFinal1c = LoSFinal1c;
else
[trash2,idcx] = unique(L3c(:,1),'first');%deletes multiple same time row number
with row value 0
L3c=L3c(idcx,:);
for r24c=1:length(L3c)
LoSFinal1c((LoSFinal1c(:,1)== L3c(r24c,1)),:)=[];
end
end
T2c=(5280*2*(LoSFinal1c(:,10).^(-1)));
LoSFinal1c= [LoSFinal1c(:,1:2) T2c LoSFinal1c(:,3:11)];
LostestLosc=zeros(0,0);
LostestLosc = LoSFinal1c(:,8);
ac2=LoSFinal1c(:,2:7);
a3c=bsxfun(@times, bsxfun(@minus, ac2, min_ac), 1./abs(max_ac-min_ac));
normc1=[LoSFinal1c(:,1:1) a3c];
%LOStestc = normc(1:ddc,:);
LOStestca=[normc1 LostestLosc];
Test = [LOStestca(:,3) LOStestca(:,4)];%test
Predictclass = predict(mdl,Test);
% losc=LostestLosc(:,1);
match1c=zeros(0,0);
matchc=zeros(0,0);
for zzc=1:length(LostestLosc)
if LostestLosc(zzc,1)==Predictclass(zzc,1)
matchc(zzc,:)=1;
else
matchc(zzc,:)=0;
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end
matchc=[match1c; matchc];
end
Accuracyc=((sum(matchc(1:end,:)))/(double(length(matchc))))*100;
Accc=[Accc;Accuracyc];
losTc=[losTc;LostestLosc];
plc=[plc;Predictclass];
end
end
toc
end
%%
tic
serialc=((1:1:length(plc))');
A1c=zeros(0,0);
DetAc=zeros(0,0);
totalc=[plc losTc];
DetA2c=zeros(0,0);
FinalLOSc=zeros(0,0);
total1c=sortrows(totalc,2);
total2c=[serialc total1c];
for loscc=1:6
asc=(total2c(:,3)==loscc);
A0c=total2c(asc,:);
if length(A0c)==0
continue
else
dd=0;
mtchc=zeros(0,0);
for qc=1:length(A0c)
if A0c(qc,2)==A0c(qc,3)
mtchc(qc,:)=1;
else
mtchc(qc,:)=0;
end
aasc=(total2c(:,3)==loscc);
AA0c=total2c(aasc,:);
eeec=length(AA0c);
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DetAc=(sum(double(mtchc(:,1)))/double(length(mtchc(:,1)))*100);
%DetA=(sum(double(mtch(:,1)))/double(length(mtch(:,1)))*100);
DetA2c=[loscc eeec DetAc];
end
FinalLOSc=[FinalLOSc;DetA2c];
end
end
toc
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APPENDIX C: MATLAB CODE FOR LOOP DETECTOR SYSTEM
%Loop detector data collection system
%load loop data and base data
All2=zeros(0,0);
Accl=zeros(0,0);
for x=1:50
tic
if exist (['Li_ev_1mindb' num2str(x) '.txt'],'file')
filename = ['Li_ev_1mindb' num2str(x) '.txt'];
delimiter = ';';
% Format string for each line of text:
formatSpec = '%f%f%f%f%f%[^\n\r]';
fileID = fopen(filename,'r');
% Read columns of data according to format string.
dataArray = textscan(fileID, formatSpec, 'Delimiter', delimiter, 'EmptyValue' ,NaN,
'ReturnOnError', false);
fclose(fileID);
% Create output variable
Liev= [dataArray{1:end-1}];
a=zeros(0,0);
y=zeros(0,0);
clearvars filename delimiter formatSpec fileID dataArray ans;
else
continue
end
if exist (['Li_ev_base' num2str(x) '.txt'],'file')
filenameb = ['Li_ev_base' num2str(x) '.txt'];
delimiter = ';';
% Format string for each line of text:
formatSpecb = '%f%f%f%f%f%[^\n\r]';
fileIDb = fopen(filenameb,'r');
% Read columns of data according to format string.
dataArrayb = textscan(fileIDb, formatSpecb, 'Delimiter', delimiter, 'EmptyValue' ,NaN,
'ReturnOnError', false);
fclose(fileIDb);
% Create output variable
Lievb= [dataArrayb{1:end-1}];
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clearvars filenameb delimiter formatSpecb fileIbD dataArrayb ans;
else
continue
end
y=sortrows(Liev,3);
%%
%hyy=Lievb(x);
l_filterb1 = Lievb(Lievb(:,2) == 181, :);
Wlos=zeros(0,0);
l_filterb=zeros(0,0);
l_filterb2=zeros(0,0);
for tr=1:20:(length(l_filterb1)-19)
l_filterb2=mean(l_filterb1(tr:(tr+19),:));
l_filterb=[l_filterb;l_filterb2];
end
for af=1:length(l_filterb)
LoS=0;
if (l_filterb(af,5)<=(11))
LoS=1;
elseif l_filterb(af,5)> (11) && l_filterb(af,5)<= (18)
LoS=2;
elseif l_filterb(af,5)> (18) && l_filterb(af,5)<= (26)
LoS=3;
elseif l_filterb(af,5)> (26) && l_filterb(af,5)<= (35)
LoS=4;
elseif l_filterb(af,5)> (35) && l_filterb(af,5)<= (45)
LoS=5;
elseif l_filterb(af,5)> (45)
LoS=6;
end
Wlos(af,:)=[l_filterb(af,:) LoS];
%wiLos=[wiLos; WLos];
end
%%
%take mean of each second and insert los value
R=zeros(0,0);
RR=zeros(0,0);
for time=1:7200
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r=(y((y(:,3)==time),1:5));
j=zeros(0,0);
J=zeros(0,0);
db=length(y((y(:,1)==time),:));
for t=1:1:(length(r))
j=r(t,4:5);
j1=(j(:,1));
j2=j(:,2)*3600;
j4=bsxfun(@rdivide,j2,j1);
J=[J;j4];
J(isnan(J)) = 0 ;
M=(sum(J))/15;
M(isnan(M)) = 0 ;
end
RR=[time M(:,:)];
R=[R;RR];
end
%%
test1=zeros(0,0);
Rr=zeros(0,0);
for tq=1:20:(length(R)-19)
test1=mean(R(tq:(tq+19),:));
Rr=[Rr;test1];
end
%%
wiLos=zeros(0,0);
WLos=zeros(0,0);
for rf=1:size(Rr)
LoS=0;
if (Rr(rf,2)<=(11))
LoS=1;
elseif Rr(rf,2)> (11) && Rr(rf,2)<= (18)
LoS=2;
elseif Rr(rf,2)> (18) && Rr(rf,2)<= (26)
LoS=3;
elseif Rr(rf,2)> (26) && Rr(rf,2)<= (35)
LoS=4;
elseif Rr(rf,2)> (35) && Rr(rf,2)<= (45)
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LoS=5;
elseif Rr(rf,2)> (45)
LoS=6;
end
WLos(rf,:)=[Rr(rf,:) LoS];
%wiLos=[wiLos; WLos];
end
%%
All=[Wlos WLos];
match1l=zeros(0,0);
matchl=zeros(0,0);
for zzl=1:length(All)
if All(zzl,6)==All(zzl,9)
matchl(zzl,:)=1;
else
matchl(zzl,:)=0;
end
matchl=[match1l; matchl];
end
Accuracyl=((sum(matchl(1:end,:)))/(double(length(matchl))))*100;
Accl=[Accl;Accuracyl];
All2=[All2;All];
toc
end
%%
serial=((1:1:length(All2))');
A1=zeros(0,0);
%total=[pl losT];
FinalLOS=zeros(0,0);
DetA2=zeros(0,0);
total1=sortrows(All2,6);
total2=[serial total1];
for los=1:6
as=(total2(:,7)==los);
A0=total2(as,:);
if length(A0)==0
continue
else
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mtch=zeros(0,0);
for q=1:size(A0)
if A0(q,7)==A0(q,10)
mtch(q,:)=1;
else
mtch(q,:)=0;
end
aas=(total2(:,7)==los);
AA0=total2(aas,:);
eee=length(AA0);
DetA=(sum(double(mtch(:,1)))/double(length(mtch(:,1)))*100);
DetA2=[los eee DetA];
end
FinalLOS=[FinalLOS;DetA2];
end
end
toc
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